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“... If, for example, you come at four o’clock in the afternoon, then at three
o’clock, I shall begin to be happy. I shall feel happier and happier as the

hour advances...”
To my fox

“... Monsters exist, but they are too few in number to be truly dangerous;
more dangerous are the common men, the functionaries ready to believe

and to act without asking questions...”
To the memory of Primo Levi





A B S T R A C T

In a market that is saturated and full of possibilities, people choose
an application not only for its functionality but also for how it makes
them feel and how well they can express themselves. These feelings
are the field of study of User eXperience (UX), which seeks to make
applications useful, beautiful and cause happiness. How do we
know what we know in UX? How do we ensure that systems have
valuable insights? To answer these questions of an epistemic nature,
it is necessary to carry out UX and usability evaluations. Currently,
much study has been done on evaluation issues. However, a field
that has been relegated is Anticipated User eXperience (AUX), which
concerns users’ expectations, beliefs, and hopes before using an ap-
plication. In this work, we try to expand the frontiers of knowledge
about AUX. This is done through three UX/usability assessment
approaches: 1) Task Oriented: studying users’ hopes to perform ba-
sic tasks in various environments; 2) User Oriented: collecting user
beliefs to create a tool; And, 3) Heuristic Oriented: compiling expecta-
tions in the state of the art to conduct evaluations with experts. The
consequence of these three approaches will allow developers to cre-
ate higher-value products. The results quantitatively confirmed that
AUX seems to be mainly composed of pragmatic rather than hedonic
aspects, i.e., elements directly related to efficacy and efficiency to
solve tasks. The development of this idea could lead to improving
existing evaluation methods and the creation of new ones.
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R E S U M E N

En un mercado saturado y lleno de posibilidades, las personas eli-
gen una aplicación no sólo por su funcionalidad, sino también por
cómo los hace sentir y qué tan bien pueden expresarse. Estos senti-
mientos son el campo de estudio de la Experiencia de Usuario (UX
por sus siglas en inglés), que busca que las aplicaciones sean útiles,
hermosas y provoquen felicidad. ¿Cómo sabemos lo que sabemos en
UX?, ¿cómo nos aseguramos que los sistemas tengan percepciones
valiosas? Para responder a estas preguntas de naturaleza epistémica
es necesario realizar evaluaciones de UX y de usabilidad. Actual-
mente se ha estudiado mucho en temas de evaluación, sin embargo,
un campo que ha sido relegado es el de la Experiencia de Usuario
Anticipada (AUX por sus siglas en inglés), que concierne a las ex-
pectativas, creencias y esperanzas de los usuarios antes de utilizar
una aplicación. En este trabajo intentamos ampliar las fronteras del
conocimiento sobre AUX. Esto se hace a través de tres enfoques de
evaluación de UX/usabilidad: 1) Orientado a Tareas: estudiando las
esperanzas de los usuarios para realizar tareas básicas en varios
entornos; 2) Orientado al Usuario: recolectando las creencias de los
usuarios para crear una herramienta; y 3) Orientado a Heurísticas:
compilando expectativas en el estado del arte para realizar evaluacio-
nes con expertos. La consecuencia de estos tres enfoques permitirá
a los desarrolladores crear productos de mayor valor. Los resultados
confirmaron cuantitativamente que la AUX parece estar compuesta
principalmente de aspectos pragmáticos en lugar de hedónicos, i.e.,
elementos directamente relacionados con eficacia y eficiencia para
la realización de tareas. El desarrollo de esta idea podría conducir a
la mejora de los métodos de evaluación existentes y la creación de
otros nuevos.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Swiss-French architect Charles-Édouard Jeanneret (1887-1965),
better known as Le Corbusier, postulated the need of man for beauty
and conceptualised it, pointing out that a thing is beautiful when
it responds to a need and architecture must be beautiful, since it
is something capable to produce happy people (Gossman, 1998;
Magaña, 2019).

Following that line of thought, we would have to define beauty,
happiness and need. Regarding the first concept, we can turn to the
discussion that Stephen Dedalus has in the novel A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man (1916) by James Joyce (1882-1941). Dedalus
takes up the ideas of Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) and Plato (circa
427 BC - 347 BC), saying that three things are necessary for beauty:
integrity, harmony and luminosity. Integrity refers to observing and
perceiving a thing by the whole and not by parts. Once a thing is
identified, the apprehension analysis follows: it is apprehended as a
complex, multiple, divisible, separable, composed of its parts, and
harmonious in the result, in the sum of them, i.e., harmony. Finally,
luminosity is the force that allows us to generalise, converting
images into universal æsthetics.

If we follow the logic of Le Corbusier, then we can argue that
meeting needs lead to happiness. Abraham Maslow (1908-1970)
was of a similar mind, for in his seminal work A theory of human
motivation (Maslow, 1943), he presents his hierarchy of needs. Like a
pyramid (see Figure 1.1), human needs are represented in ascending
order of importance, from the base (physiological needs) to the top
(self-actualisation).

Now, what does all this have to do with Computer Science? If
we return to the premise of Le Corbusier, we can begin to discuss
that many applications of Computing are beautiful because they
respond to needs and sometimes make people happy. Moreover,
although we have already very briefly defined these terms in literary,
philosophical and psychological forms, it is clear that there is no
simple way to approach them. In this way, how do we know in the
strict context of Computer Science when an artifact, i.e., software,

1
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Figure 1.1: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 1943).

hardware or a combination of both, is useful, beautiful and makes
people happy? To answer these questions is the work of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI).

1.1 motivation

Epistemology is the branch of Philosophy concerned with know-
ledge. Epistemologists study the nature, origin, scope of knowledge,
epistemic justification, the rationality of belief, and various related
issues. Epistemology is considered a major subfield of Philosophy
and other major subfields such as Ethics, Logic, and Metaphysics.
Epistemology aims to answer questions such as What do we know?,
What does it mean to say that we know something?, What makes justified
beliefs justified? and How do we know that we know? (Stroll & Martinich,
2021; Wenning, 2009).

We already stated that the question “how to know if an artifact is
beautiful, useful and makes people happy?” corresponds to HCI as a
Computer Science branch. Furthermore, as a discipline of HCI, and
in the context of this work, that question is in the domain of User
eXperience (UX). How do we know what we know in UX? using the
techniques, tools and evaluation methods that exist (see Sections 2.3
and 2.5).
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However, most works talk about UX by assessing an existing arti-
fact, so evaluations are measured during and after the experience.
In this way, Anticipated User eXperience (AUX), i.e., evaluations
prior to a functional prototype or finished product, have been releg-
ated (Yogasara et al., 2011).

As an important note, and before delving further into the subject,
this work should not be confused or related to Epistemic modal logic
or any formal representation of knowledge (Alvarado & Esquer,
1997; Alvarado & Sheremetov, 2001).

1.2 research context

According to the 2012 ACM Computing Classification System 1,
our work is within the Human-centred computing classification, as
a higher level category and as more specific categories, it can fall
within: User studies, Usability testing and Heuristic evaluations (see
Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: ACM 2012 classification.

1.3 problem statement

As we already mentioned, the problem we have is the lack of studies
focused on AUX. In this way, we will explore various evaluation

1 https://dl.acm.org/ccs

https://dl.acm.org/ccs
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methods to answer how we know what we know about AUX?. For this,
our research will be oriented in three approaches: tasks, users and
heuristics. In this way, we can obtain some knowledge similar to
that which already exists in UX studies (see Figure 1.3).

Design ProcessDesign Process

Tasks
Users

Heuristics

Figure 1.3: Increase what we know about AUX to help the design process.

1.4 objectives

General

To develop AUX methods that help improve the design process of
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs).

Specifics

• To define an evaluation method that studies the expectations
of users in basic tasks of an artifact.

• To create an artifact with requirements and beliefs of users.

• To produce heuristic evaluations with previous experiences in
the state of the art.

1.5 classification of proposals

All our design and evaluation proposals are focused on obtaining
more knowledge about AUX. However, to obtain more solid know-
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ledge, it has to come from various sources. All our work is classified,
according to its nature, into three groups:

• Task oriented: We seek to study the expectations of users to
perform basic tasks in various environments2.

• User oriented: We collect the needs and beliefs of users to
create a tool.

• Heuristic oriented: We compiled state-of-the-art empirical
knowledge so that it could help to carry out expert evaluations.

In this way, this helps us not only to organise and present our
proposals, but also to the Related Work and Conclusions (see Fig-
ure 1.4).

AUX
Design

User
Oriented

Heuristic
Oriented

Task
Oriented

Chatbot
Design

AUX
vs
EUX

Consistency

Conversational

Figure 1.4: AUX Design Proposals.

2 Throughout this work environment and context are synonymous.
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1.6 thesis structure

This document consists of ten chapters (see Figure 1.5). After hav-
ing presented the motivation for the project and having raised the
problem to be solved and the objectives to be pursued, the Theor-
etical Framework is exposed in Chapter 2, which is the theoretical
foundation of our proposals. Next, Chapter 3 sets out the Related
Work. Then the Research Methodology is explained in Chapter 4.
Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 are our design proposals in AUX, classi-
fied according to their orientation. Afterwards, Chapter 9 contains
the general Discussion of our research. Finally, in Chapter 10, we
present our Conclusions and some ideas for Future Work.

Figure 1.5: Document Organisation.



2
T H E O R E T I C A L F R A M E W O R K

This Chapter contains the essential theoretical foundations necessary
to understand the context and development of the thesis work. The
content is related according to three epistemic knowledge questions:
What is studied? How do we study it? Furthermore, Where do we
study it? In this way, as shown in Figure 2.1, the Sections of the
Chapter answer these questions.

Theoretical Framework

What?

How?

Where?

T
h

e
 T

h
r

e
e

 
W

a
v

e
s

Usability

UX

Consistency

Evaluation

Context of Evaluation

Figure 2.1: Theoretical Framework organisation.

2.1 the three waves

The HCI area is not new. How it originated and where it comes from
is debatable, but what we can agree on is that it draws on areas
such as Human Factors, Ergonomics, Design in its multiple variants,

7
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from graphic, through industrial, software and even architectural,
Physiology, Philosophy and Cognitive Sciences (Grudin, 2018).

Tracking the evolution of HCI is fascinating and much more under-
standable thanks to the “Three Waves” scheme proposed by various
authors (Bannon, 2011; Bødker, 2006, 2015; Duarte & Baranauskas,
2016; Rogers, 2012).

The first wave (circa 1948 - 1979) consists of the work of elec-
trical and electronic engineers at the dawn of computing (see Fig-
ure 2.2). This stage focuses on Human Factors and Ergonomics,
favouring concrete problems and performance metrics, e.g., study-
ing whether a pilot can manoeuvre a new and complex system of
controls without errors (Wiener, 1989). In this wave, pragmatic res-
ults were sought without emphasising theoretical aspects (Harrison
et al., 2007).

Figure 2.2: Grace Hopper (1906-1992) was one of the most important char-
acters in the first wave (Image courtesy of Jan Arkesteijn).

The second wave (circa 1980 - 1999) was a paradigm shift and
is marked by the entry of Cognitive Sciences (see Figure 2.3). This
represented a revolution, as the theory gained leadership, and the
focus was on the human mind in terms of information processing,
e.g., studying how the human mind processes information from
a machine and how it communicates through a user interface (D.
Norman, 2002). In this wave, theoretical foundations of cognition
and activity were sought (Bødker, 2015).
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Figure 2.3: The birth of the personal computer marked the second
wave (Poole et al., 1984).

The third wave (circa 2000 to present) brings with it previously
displaced and forgotten elements, such as culture, values, and the
role of the evaluator, e.g., studying how to reintroduce the human-
ities to HCI to stimulate social change (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2016).
This wave seeks to move away from productivity and purposeful
interactions to seek more pleasure and innovation through new
technologies (Bødker, 2015).

It is in this third wave that we currently find ourselves (see
Figure 2.4). There are experts like Bødker (2015) and Grudin (2018)
who argue that we are probably on the edge of starting the fourth
wave. What will this new stage consist of? There is no certainty,
although it is most likely very intertwined with AI (Harper, 2019).

The importance of the wave change is in its epistemic paradigm,
i.e., how knowledge was obtained in each period. This, of course,
depends on the context of each era, the available methods, who
were the users and evaluators of each era’s systems, the objectives
that were pursued, and the factors that limited them (Kaye, 2007).
Table 2.1 summarises these facets for each wave.
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Figure 2.4: Technology as a means of expression belongs to the third
wave (Geffen, 2016).

Time frame Who are the
users?

Who are the
evaluators?

What are the
limiting factors?

Which is the
paradigm?

1948 - 1979
Engineers and
mathematicians

Engineers Reliability Human
factors

1980 - 1999 White collars Usability
professionals

Time of the worker
accomplishing their jobs

Usability

2000 - Present People choosing to
use technology

Us, and designers,
and writers...

How to express oneself UX

Table 2.1: HCI Waves.

How important is it to study HCI waves? As in any other discip-
line, history is the common thread that allows us to see the changes
over time. In this case, the waves represent the paradigms that al-
lowed studying the interaction that human beings have had (and
have) with technology. In this way, it is clear that the first two stages
evolved thanks to usability, while the third is about user experience.
Although both terms are essential for the understanding of this
thesis and, although close, they should never be confused with each
other, that is why we dedicate a section to each one to study them
in greater detail.
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2.2 usability

“Usability is about
human behaviour. It
recognises that
humans are lazy, get
emotional, are not
interested in putting
a lot of effort into,
say, getting a credit
card and generally
prefer things that
are easy to do vs
those that are hard
to do.” -David
McQuillen,
ex-Swiss banker and
founder of Sufferfest
cycling workout
resources.

Until the early 2000s (beginning of the third wave), usability was
the decisive criterion to determine how well was the interaction
with a product or a service. Usability is based on tasks, goals,
and performance and is measured in terms of efficiency, e.g., error
rate and mental workload. Effectiveness, e.g., task completeness.
And satisfaction, e.g., qualitative and quantitative attitudes (Jordan,
1998).

The best-known definition of usability is proposed by the ISO
(9241-11: 2018): “The extent to which specific users can use a product
to achieve specific objectives with effectiveness, efficiency and sat-
isfaction in a specific context of use.” This definition encompasses
three main axes: 1) specific users: not just any user, but the specific
user for whom the product was designed; 2) specific objectives:
specific users have to share an objective for the product, i.e., that
their purpose is the objective of the product; 3) specific use context:
the product has to be designed to work in the environment where
users will use it (Barnum, 2011a).

There are many other important quality attributes. A key one is
utility, which refers to the design’s functionality: Does it do what
users need? Usability and utility are equally important and determ-
ine whether something is useful: It matters little that something is
easy if it is not what the user wants. It is also no good if the system
can hypothetically do what the user wants, but the designer cannot
make it happen because the user interface is too difficult. In this
way, we have that (Nielsen, 2012):

• Utility = whether it provides the features the user needs.

• Usability = how easy and pleasant these features are to use.

• Useful = usability + utility.

On the Web, for example, usability is a necessary condition for
survival. If a website is challenging to use, people leave. If the
homepage fails to state what a company offers and what users can
do on the site, people leave. If users get lost on a website, they leave.
If a website’s information is hard to read or does not answer users’
key questions, they leave (Nielsen, 2012).
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Usability is an essential part of the UX, and they are complement-
ary concepts but never interchangeable (Petrie & Bevan, 2009). Thus,
it is necessary to explore into the depths of UX.

2.3 user experience

“No product is an
island. A product is

more than the
product. It is a

cohesive, integrated
set of experiences.

Think through all of
the stages of a

product or service –
from initial

intentions through
final reflections,

from first usage to
help, service, and

maintenance. Make
them all work

together seamlessly.”
Don Norman,

inventor of the term
User Experience.

Defining UX is a complex matter since there is no uniform explan-
ation covering all contexts (E. Law et al., 2008; E. L.-C. Law et al.,
2009). However, the ISO (9241-11: 2018) can be used again, which
gives an excellent general concept of UX: “The perceptions and re-
sponses of a person resulting from the use or anticipated use of a
product, system or service.” To better understand this definition and
get a glimpse of UX’s complexity, it is best if we study the design
tool proposed by Peter Morville, the honeycomb (Morville, 2005).

2.3.1 Morville’s Honeycomb

Peter Morville is president of Semantic Studios, an information
architecture and findability consulting firm. He has worked in the
HCI area since 1994 and is considered one of the founding fathers of
information architecture (Wikipedia, 2021).

The inspiration for the honeycomb comes from when he was
working on topics related to AI. He wanted to find a point of
balance between context, content and users (see Figure 2.5).

UX focuses on having a deep understanding of users, what they
need, what they value, their abilities, and their limitations. It also
takes into account the business goals and objectives of the group
managing the project. UX best practices promote improving the
user’s interaction with and perceptions of the product and any
related services. The UX honeycomb is a tool that explains the
various facets of UX design (see Figure 2.6). Since there are many
aspects of this field far beyond usability, Peter felt that this new
diagram would help to educate clients. The honeycomb helps to find
a sweet spot between the various areas of a good UX (usability.gov,
2014; Wesolko, 2016).

In this way, Peter defines these seven facets of UX as follows (Mor-
ville, 2016; Wesolko, 2016):

• Useful: A business’s product or service needs to be helpful and
fill a need. If the product or service is not useful or fulfilling
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Figure 2.5: Finding the equilibrium among these elements is key to develop
the UX design (Morville, 2016).

the user’s wants or needs, then there is no real purpose for
the product itself.

• Usable: The system in which the product or service is de-
livered needs to be simple and easy to use. Systems should
be designed in a way that is familiar and easy to understand.
The learning curve a user must go through should be as short
and painless as possible.

• Desirable: The visual aesthetics of the product, service, or
system need to be attractive and easy to translate. Design
should be minimal and to the point.

• Findable: Information needs to be findable and easy to nav-
igate. If the user has a problem, they should be able to find a
solution quickly. The navigational structure should also be set
up in a way that makes sense.

• Accessible: The product or services should be designed so that
even users with disabilities can have the same UX as others.

• Credible: The company and its products or services need to
be trustworthy.
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Figure 2.6: The UX honeycomb (Morville, 2016).

• Valuable: The product or services must deliver value to the
sponsors. For non-profits, the UX must advance the mission.
With for-profits, it must contribute to the bottom line and
improve customer satisfaction.

This UX approach is essential for several reasons. The first is
that it creates a landscape beyond usability. The second is that the
modular design allows focusing on one element at a time to start
on what is most critical or be carried out according to budget needs.
Finally, each element is “a crystal with which you can see the UX”,
transforming the standard analyses, which helps the evolution of
the UX (Morville, 2016).

Recently, the honeycomb received a small addition, where the
components are reorganised according to three dimensions: thought,
feeling, and use (Karagianni, 2018). This addendum can be seen in
Figure 2.7

In this way, the seven elements of the honeycomb were grouped
based on how the user interacts with a product (uses, thinks, feels).
The elements were also rearranged within the honeycomb so that
the relationship between them is visible. Finally, colour coding and
labelling make the groupings clear. Therefore, the dimensions are
depicted as follows (Karagianni, 2018):
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Figure 2.7: Karagianni (2018) proposed addendum to the honeycomb.

• Think: What do users think about the product? Is it useful? Is
it valuable? Do they find it credible?

• Feel: How do people feel about the product? Do they find it
desirable? Also, do they feel it is credible?

• Use: When it comes to actually using the product, it is findable,
accessible and usable?

In addition to being interesting for integrating the honeycomb ele-
ments more comprehensively, this contribution is valuable because
it allows us to glimpse the two prominent dimensions that make up
UX: hedonism and pragmatism.

2.3.2 Hedonism & Pragmatism

As we have already seen, the Morville honeycomb allows us to
understand the complexity of the elements that make up UX, the
dynamics between them and the richness of each one. A more
abstract classification of the various UX components distributes them
between hedonic elements and pragmatic elements (Hassenzahl,
2007; Hassenzahl et al., 2000).
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The hedonic components refer to the preferences, convictions,
sensations, and conclusions of users that arise from the anticipated
or episodic usage of a system, product, or service. The pragmatic
components come from the features of the assessed system, such as
functionality, interactive behaviour, supporting capabilities, usability,
and performance (ISO, 2010).

In this manner we can classify the qualities of products and
services accordingly (Hassenzahl, 2007; Hassenzahl et al., 2000):

• Pragmatic qualities: Related to practicality and functionality.

– Manipulation: Refers to the functionality and how that
functionality is accessed, i.e., the usability. At a very basic
level, can it do what it needs to do? A consequence of
pragmatic qualities is satisfaction. Examples of attributes
that are typically assigned to websites (and software in
general) are supporting, useful, clear and controllable.
The purpose should be clear and the user should under-
stand how to use it.

• Hedonic qualities: Related to the psychological needs and
emotional experience of the user.

– Stimulation: Users want to be stimulated in order to en-
joy their experience with a product. Rarely used functions
can stimulate the user and satisfy the human urge for per-
sonal development and more skills. Digital experiences
can provide insights and surprises, e.g., if after a period
of time a feature hasn’t yet been used, the software could
inform the user via a quick tip.

– Identification: The human need for expressing ourselves
through objects to control how you want to be perceived
by others. We all have a desire to communicate our iden-
tity to others and we do this through the things we own
and the things we use. They help us to express ourselves;
who we are, what we care about and who we aspire to be.
This is why people enjoy using personalisation on sites
such as Twitter. Changing our background wallpaper and
header image, helps us to express ourselves.

– Evocation: Which memories and feelings does the experi-
ence evoke? Evocation refers to the symbolic meanings
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that the experience has on our memories and our back-
ground. The visual aesthetics of a product may remind
you of a past experience. For example, a travel website
with a background image of a beach, might bring back
memories of a past holiday and all the feelings (most
likely highly positive) associated with that experience. As
we all have different experiences in our lives, what we
feel when we look at an identical website will be unique
to us, the individual.

So far, we have only mentioned usability and UX in favourable
terms. However, it exists also through the negative feelings that a
person may feel towards an artefact. For example, Marshall (2019)
gives us a small sample from a UX test conducted for a convenience
store (see Figure 2.8).

Pragmatic Positive

Simple, useful, understandable, accessible, 
convenient, clean (store), comprehensive (store),

well-made (products), modern (products).

�
Hedonistic Positive

Trust-worthy, relatable, thoughful,
welcoming (store), neutral (products).

 

Pragmatic Negative

Hard to find (store), not kid friendly (store),
expensive (products), repetitive (products),

inflexible (returns/exchanges).

!
Hedonistic Negative

Not for me, unnattractive, soulless, expected,
old-fashioned, bland, irrelevant, rigid (store),

lifeless (store), uninspire (products).

"

Figure 2.8: The results from the test can be classified as positive and neg-
ative in the hedonic and pragmatic UX model (Marshall, 2019).

While the core of UX is the current experience of usage, this is not
enough to completely cover all the relevant issues that can be stud-
ied. UX is a highly dynamic concept, since it changes continuously
when interacting with an artifact (Lallemand et al., 2015). People
can have diverse and very different experiences before, during, and
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after interacting with a product (Roto et al., 2011). Consequently, it
is a critical design aspect to be able to measure the UX of an artifact
at multiple times (Karapanos et al., 2010).

2.3.3 UX & Time

We can explain the concept of UX over time through four periods
(see Figure 2.9). Each period is dynamic and can be viewed as an
iterative process within and among those stages (Roto et al., 2011):

• Anticipated User eXperience (AUX): Obtained before the use
of an artifact from imagination, expectations, and existing
experiences.

• Momentary User eXperience (MUX): Perceived during the
usage period of an artifact.

• Episodic User eXperience (EUX): Conceived after the use of
an artifact through reflections of the experience.

• Cumulative User eXperience (CUX): Determined over time by
the recollection of multiple periods of use.

Before usage

Anticipated UX

Imagining

experience

When:

What:

How:

During usage

Momentary UX

Experiencing

After usage

Episodic UX

Reflecting on

an experience

Over time

Cumulative UX

Recollecting multiple

periods of use

Figure 2.9: UX over time (Roto et al., 2011). In this work we focus on AUX

and EUX (coloured in yellow).

Periods are essential because user responses may be different, e.g.,
when measuring momentary UX, it can result in a visceral response
from the user. While if UX is measured some time after the use of an
artifact, the user can remember more positive things and suppress
the negative ones (Kujala et al., 2011). In this way, a study that
considers more than one period could be more enriching.

While EUX is simply the experience that is obtained after having
used a system, product or service (Winckler et al., 2016), AUX has to
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do with attitudes and experiences that the user assumes to happen
when envisioning using an artifact (Yogasara et al., 2011). Thus, the
goal of an AUX assessment is recognising whether a determined
idea offers the type of UX anticipated by developers for potential
users Stone et al., 2005. Making AUX trials has been established
worthily, even if there are not many research works on this sub-
ject (Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk, 2011; Karapanos et al., 2009; Roto
et al., 2011; Vermeeren et al., 2010).

An example that can illustrate the various stages in the time of UX
is a video game. When a person thinks to buy a game, expectations
are created, e.g., how good it will be, the mechanics that it will
implement, what is expected of the story and character development,
i.e., AUX, because even if the opportunity has not yet been had to
play, the possibilities are there. MUX would be when the person is
just playing, and there they are experiencing first-hand what the
game offers them, all the emotions they go through. When they
reflect, forming an opinion after having finished the game, that is
EUX, because once having completed the challenge or the story, they
can create a judgment in hindsight. The value and contrast between
each period are evident, e.g., the hype can be high, they can expect
great things from the game, only to be disappointed once they are
playing, because the product does not meet all the illusions of the
players. However, once time has passed, that negative impression
may change, and the game is remembered as not so bad or even
good. Collecting and comparing all these stages is CUX.

As we already mentioned, UX and usability are not the same, but
the latter can be considered as an element of the former. Following
this line of thinking, another important element of UX is consistency.

2.4 consistency

Consistency states that presentation and prompts should share as
much as possible common features and refer to a common task,
including using the same terminology across different inputs and
outputs (Reeves et al., 2004). Several studies have shown that con-
sistency is a crucial factor for multi-device experience, but they have
also argued that it is a challenge for developers, since maintaining
consistency of a multi-device system is an open problem (de Oli-
veira & da Rocha, 2007; Nichols, 2006; Pyla et al., 2006; Rowland
et al., 2015). Consistency is important because it reduces the learn-
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ing curve and helps eliminate confusion, in addition to reducing
production costs (Grosjean, 2018; Nikolov, 2017; E. Wong, 2018).

Microsoft is an excellent case to exemplify the importance of con-
sistency. Windows 10 and Office, in its most recent versions, are two
of the most important products of the company; It is notorious that
both GUIs are a design statement since they follow the same layout.
In both software products, we can see that their toolbars have a sim-
ilar design, i.e., the grouping, positioning, and labelling of buttons
and commands is identical. This is intended to allow users to focus
on their productivity, without the need to learn a new tool panel
for each software they use. For this reason, Microsoft developed
a series of tools, including an API and design guidelines that are
integrated into a framework called Ribbon (Microsoft, 2018), so that
this design discourse propagates to all applications developed by
third parties (see Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.10: Consistent GUIs in Microsoft software.

In this way, we can talk about three approaches to the design
of applications which, although authors like Coutaz and Calvary
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(2008) and Vanderdonckt (2010) studied years ago, Levin (2014)
summarises them in her 3C framework:

• Consistent design approach: Each device acts as a solo player,
creating the entire experience on its own.

• Continuous design approach: Multiple devices handle differ-
ent pieces sequentially, advancing the user toward a common
goal.

• Complementary design approach: Multiple devices play to-
gether as an ensemble to create the experience.

This framework presents a series of challenges, since it involves,
among other things, the fragmentation of the GUI and business logic.
Thus the task of the developers is to preserve a positive UX among
all the devices (see Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Levin (2014) 3C framework.

By adding consistency elements to the design of multi-device
environments, usability is improved, and the possibility of a scenario
with negative UX is reduced (Anić, 2018; Gaffney, 2018).

Having explained the concepts to be assessed, i.e., UX, usability
and consistency, it is necessary to talk about evaluate them.
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2.5 evaluation

The importance of usability and UX evaluations has been well estab-
lished in state of the art (Ensina et al., 2019; Parlangeli et al., 1999;
Sandars, 2010; Svaigen & Martimiano, 2018). The term “evaluation”
is broad, as there are various tools and methods for conducting
usability and UX evaluations.

For example, the general outline for an evaluation with sur-
veys can be resumed in the following points (Geisen & Romano
Bergstrom, 2017a):

1. Decide what aspect of survey to test.

2. Review for potential usability/UX problems.

3. Identify testing focus and concerns.

4. Determine where to conduct tests and what equipment to use.

5. Determine number and type of participants.

6. Choose testing approach and develop testing protocol.

7. Identify measurements to collect.

8. Recruit and schedule participants.

9. Conduct usability/UX tests.

10. Record observations, participant comments, and usability/UX
metrics.

11. Debrief with observers.

12. Interpret data and diagnose problems.

13. Determine what to fix and how to fix it.

14. Report or present findings to stakeholders.

15. Repeat as needed.

As can be seen, evaluations are iterative in nature, to better un-
derstand this, we must explore the different types of tests that can
be applied at various stages of development.
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2.5.1 Types of testing

Usability/UX tests can be classified into three broad categories (Geisen
& Romano Bergstrom, 2017b; Rubin & Chisnell, 2008):

• Exploratory/formative testing. This are tests that are done in
the early stages of development. At this stage, most of the
work is conceptual. They are used to test high-level designs
before solving more complex and precise details. Identifying
problems at this stage equates to saving multiple hours of
design and programming.

Marquis et al. (1998) suggest that at early stages of testing,
the primary emphasis should be on evaluating the “interface
design, arranging appropriate work sequences, and clarify-
ing the meaning of words, icons, widgets, and other major
features.”

In the formative tests, the focus of attention is the users, e.g.,
who are they? What tasks will they perform with the product?
What do they think of the concept in general, and how does it
compare to their mental model?

• Assessment/summative testing. Although this testing can hap-
pen at any point in the development cycle, it is usually done
in development’s early or middle stages, when prototypes
exist for at least parts of the artifact. It evaluates users’ actual
behaviours how well people can actually use the product to
complete a goal. It typically includes quantitative metrics as
well as qualitative comments. Can provide insight on the high-
level design or approach as well as a design’s implementation.

Assessment testing is usually conducted over several rounds
with improvements made between rounds. Subsequent rounds
evaluate the improvements or new aspects of the artifact as
they are being developed. The quantitative metrics are tracked
and compared across rounds, with the expectation that they
will improve.

• Verification/validation testing. This usually occurs at the end
of the development process just before the pilot test. The
goal is testing how well the entire process works. The results
of testing will be used to fine-tune and improve an existing
design.
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Not every project needs testing at every stage, while some projects
will require multiple rounds of testing throughout (see Figure 2.12).
The complexity of the project, budget, and schedule all factor into
the amount of testing the development needs (Geisen & Romano
Bergstrom, 2017b).

Figure 2.12: Usability/UX testing throughout the development
cycle (Geisen & Romano Bergstrom, 2017b).

Different types of tests require participants, for this, we have to
take into account various aspects according to what we want to test.

2.5.2 Participants

How many people we recruit often comes down to budget—how
much time, money, and resources we have for the study. It is okay
if one can afford to conduct only a quick study with a handful
of users in a couple of rounds. Regardless of the total number
of participants to recruit, we must recruit study participants who
represent potential respondents—the people who would actually
complete the test in the real world. To do this, we must determine
what the target population is for the survey: Who should be included
(within scope), and who should be excluded (out of scope) (Geisen
& Romano Bergstrom, 2017c).
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Nielsen and Landauer (1993) found that the number of unique
usability problems found in a usability test conducted with n users
can be predicted using Equation 2.1:

X = (N(1− (1− L)n)) (2.1)

Where X is the total unique usability problems, N is the number
of problems known, L is the proportion of unique usability prob-
lems discovered by a single participant, and n is the number of
participants.

Analysing the number of usability issues found across a large
number of projects, Nielsen and Landauer found that, on average,
the value of L was 0.31. That is, the average participant identified
31% of all usability issues identified in a given round of testing.
The plot of the formula above with a value of L = 0.31 is shown
in Figure 2.13 (Geisen & Romano Bergstrom, 2017c; Nielsen &
Landauer, 1993).

Figure 2.13: Percent of all usability problems found by number of parti-
cipants (Geisen & Romano Bergstrom, 2017c; Nielsen & Land-
auer, 1993).
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2.5.3 User Centred Design Toolkit

To follow a user-centred design, designers have a toolkit at their
disposal according to the needs of the project. Although these tools
are not the only ones that exist, they are the most recurrent in the
design-evaluation process (see Figure 2.14) (Barnum, 2011b):

• Interviews — which can be structured, with a planned set of
questions, or semi-structured, with some core questions that
can start the conversation.

• Shadowing a user for a day — in which the evaluator follows
the user around to understand “a day in the life” of the user.

• Critical-incident technique — which is used in situations
where one can’t observe people doing their job because it
involves privileged information or is dangerous or it doesn’t
happen very often. Instead, one ask them to describe the
situation or show how they do something in the situation.

• Scenarios and role-playing activities — in which the evaluator
asks their target user to step into a situation and walk through
what happens. This technique can be used in place of, or along
with, the critical-incident technique. In some cases, one may
want to play the part of the customer in the role play.

• Card sorting — a tool that is generally used early in devel-
opment to learn users’ preferences for and understanding of
the information architecture of the artifact, as well as their
understanding of the terminology. This activity can be done
in person or remotely, using a web-based application.

• Participatory design — a development strategy that involves
potential users in the design process. In some cases, these users
are asked to review a product in development and provide
feedback; in other cases, they are actively involved in generat-
ing design concepts.

• Heuristic evaluation — also called an expert evaluation, is an
assessment or inspection of a product made by experts. Typic-
ally, this means usability experts, but it can also mean double
expertise in usability and the product domain. Heuristics are
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a set of general rules or principles used by experts to inspect a
user interface for violations of these rules. It should be noted
that a heuristic evaluation, like any other individual method,
does not represent a complete usability evaluation, i.e., various
tools are needed at different stages of development to have
a comprehensive evaluation. Heuristic evaluations generally
represent the first phase of testing a product or service.

• Cognitive walkthrough — another type of inspection, in
which a team member, standing in for the user, walks through
a prototype of the product to identify issues that affect ease of
learning and related issues.

• On-site usability testing — testing that is done after the
product has been released, to validate the usability in the
user’s environment. This type of testing is called field testing.

• Server log data analysis — an automated tool that runs be-
hind the scenes and around the clock. This tool provides an
analysis of a website and can generate a lot of data, such as
pages visited, customer drop-offs, fluctuations in the volume
of traffic, and so forth.

• Longitudinal study — testing that takes place over time
through repeated contact with users.

It should be noted that although some of these tools explicitly
mention usability, they are also valid for UX, only the points that
are observed change.

Having explained so far what is measured (usability, UX and
consistency) and how it is measured (evaluations), it only remains
to explain where they are measured.

2.6 context of evaluation

This section explores the areas we focus on for our assessments,
namely: social networks, chatbots, and home security systems.

2.6.1 Social Networks

The popularity of social networks has increased in recent years (Carta
et al., 2020), especially due to the pandemic caused by COVID-
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19 (Király et al., 2020; Wiederhold, 2020). However, they are not a
new topic, much less unknown. Social networks have been studied
by Computer Science researchers for a long time and from different
angles, that is why we can find several definitions in the state of the
art (L.-S. Chen & Chang, 2010; El Morr & Eftychiou, 2017; Lee et al.,
2003; Preece et al., 2004; Y. Wang & Li, 2016). Among all, we adopted
the one by boyd danah m. and Ellison (2007) “web-based services
that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile
within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with
whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list
of connections and those made by others within the system. The
nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site
to site,” because it denotes the main elements of social networks
and their interaction.

Sociability and usability are vital factors for any social network.
Sociability refers, of course, to the contact and exchange of inform-
ation among users, whereas usability enables technology to allow
those exchanges (V. H. H. Chen & Duh, 2009; Preece, 2000).

A result of sociability is participation. Therefore, several studies
have been carried out in order to understand the motives of indi-
viduals to engage in a social network (Jacobsen et al., 2017; Nov &
Ye, 2010; Tella & Babatunde, 2017; Zhou, 2011). We believe that the
progressing of any social network heavily relies on: 1) the collabora-
tion among its users to create contents and make contributions to
the community (Lamprecht et al., 2016), and 2) the user interaction
with businesses, organizations, colleagues, family members, and
friends to create together their production and consumption experi-
ence and meet their necessities (Fragidis et al., 2010; Mai & Olsen,
2015; McCormick, 2010).

While it is true that UX is a crucial factor for interaction among
users on any digital platform, it is not the only aspect to consider.
Social networks are a complex phenomenon. Therefore, it is useless
to oversimplify them and try to study them from a single front (Ling
et al., 2005). For example, since the eighties, Grudin studied why col-
laborative work applications fail (Grudin, 1988). A perfect example
that there is no formula for success is that of Google+. Despite
having elements of good design, it never succeeded and ended up
closing (Talin, 2019). Although UX is not the only aspect that should
concern developers, it is essential to help make interactions among
members of a social network as seamlessly as possible.
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2.6.2 Chatbots

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in chatbots, which
are programs that use Natural Language Processing (NLP) to interact
with humans under different contexts (Shawar & Atwell, 2007).
According to Business Insider, consumers are expected to spend up
to $ 142 billion using these systems in 2024 (Intelligence, 2021).
Chatbots can be found in various environments, e.g., business (Ravi,
2018), tourism (Dian Sano et al., 2018), FAQ (Ranoliya et al., 2017),
procedures (Agus Santoso et al., 2018) and recommendations (Argal
et al., 2018). Usually, chatbots work by searching for keywords,
phrases or examples that they have stored in their knowledge bases,
intending to offer information about products or services, activities
or places, within social networks or websites (Ranoliya et al., 2017).

Social distancing, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, has high-
lighted the vital importance of digital media (De’ et al., 2020). In this
way, chatbots have gained considerable notoriety, as they have been
developed as tools to combat the pandemic itself (Miner et al., 2020),
to provide customer service (Hao, 2020), as well as in many other
commercial and governmental fields (Vergadia, 2020). This rampant
demand for chatbots is not only because they are a tool that can
offer immediate communication and automation of specific tasks,
but also to the different technologies that allow rapid developments
since functional chatbots can be obtained in a matter of hours (Luo
et al., 2020).

Thus, in the education sector, we can find chatbots as a means
to provide information about courses, procedures, and school ser-
vices (Shaw, 2012). Nowadays, students receive a significant part
of their education through online information, such as class topics,
homework, and practices. For this reason, chatbots can provide
valuable help in the teaching/learning process (Molnár & Szüts,
2018). Also, the development and use of chatbots begin to be of
great interest to schools and universities (D-LABS, 2019; Talin, 2019).

2.6.3 Home Security Systems

Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Internet of Things (IoT) are very dis-
cussed topics today, although they are not new in Computer Science.
Phenomena such as cheaper technology (Grosjean, 2018), and indus-
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trial automation (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2019), have caused many
questions and problems to arise in both areas.

A particular branch of IoT with a significant growth is that of
home security systems. This type of systems generally consists
of a camera that streams video over the Internet, microphones,
speakers, and a cloud platform from which users can remotely
monitor their homes. With the promise of increasing quality of life,
and improving the security of their properties, many users have
adopted these systems (AlHammadi et al., 2019). However, they are
controversial, since much has been investigated from the perspective
of information security (Dey & Hossain, 2019), privacy (El-Moussa,
2018), and social psychology (Klobas et al., 2019).

A significant problem that is particularly emerging in IoT home
surveillance systems is that users feel besieged in their own home (Gaffney,
2018). By integrating AI algorithms (e.g., detection of human forms)
this type of systems sends alerts to the users’ mobile devices, every
time a movement is detected, creating a false sense of insecurity.
Although crime levels in the USA have gone down (Nikolov, 2017),
the perception of citizens does not match that data (Anić, 2018).
Thus, users do not have clear information about when it is an actual
alert, and when it is an error or a situation that does not require any
measure. This lack of consistency can lead to situations of stress,
anxiety, and unnecessary vigil (E. Wong, 2018).

All of the above poses a challenge for HCI researchers because
the privacy notifications and settings of these systems must be
exceptionally clear and convenient if they are to be used in real
life (Zheng et al., 2018).
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Figure 2.15: User Centred Design Toolkit (Barnum, 2011b).
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R E L AT E D W O R K

This chapter compiles some works related to our proposals. Like
our contributions, they are divided into three orientations: Task,
User and Heuristics.

3.1 task oriented

In this section, we present a brief review of some outstanding works
that involve AUX and EUX. We classify them into these two groups
because it seems that this is the trend in most UX work. The former
group are researchers who study popular systems in the market
and then propose theories (see Section 3.1.1). The latter group are
those who, after studying theoretical works, use their knowledge to
propose changes in practical systems (see Section 3.1.2). We consider
that our work has a hybrid approach, trying to bring together the
best of both paths.

3.1.1 From Practice to Theory

Practice is vital, as it allows collecting people’s opinions and reac-
tions. As they did Aladwan et al. (2019), who designed a framework
through review searches and constructed a prototype that describes
user anticipations and experiences, using instructional fitness ap-
plications. The main limitation of this work is the difficulty in
unravelling ambiguous user reviews.

Although, in general, qualitative evaluations are complicated
to analyse because they precisely lend themselves to ambiguities,
they are an indispensable resource if the investigation is about
transferring real-world interactions to a virtual environment. Such
is the case of Moser et al. (2014) that organised workshops for
children around the world. Through various types of activities,
they managed to gather children’s expectations and idealizations
regarding games. Although they detailed the way to capture AUX,

33
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they did not make comparisons, nor propose elements for the design
of GUIs.

The works of Margetis et al. (2013), and E. Zhang et al. (2018) also
fall into this area of gathering the users’ know-how. As the former
ones created an Augmented Reality (AR) system that facilitates
reading and writing in books without being invasive to users. In
addition to a heuristic evaluation, there is no evidence of AUX
evaluation, only of EUX after testing the prototype. Whereas the
latter authors designed a card game that encourages the practice of
people who are learning a foreign language. Even though in their
design they did an AUX study, there are no contrasts with EUX.

User expectations are also gathered when new environments are
studied. For example, Kukka et al. (2017) investigated the integration
of Facebook content in three-dimensional applications. They created
design guidelines based on the problems they could identify in
this kind of environment. Being a preliminary investigation, they
not compared AUX vs EUX. Another example is Wurhofer et al.
(2015) that examined in the context of UX motorists. Through a
study of cumulative UX, they compared expectations against the
real experiences of drivers. Despite this is a study of UX over time,
it does not include GUIs.

3.1.2 From Theory to Practice

Theory is essential because it identifies and proposes elements
that can be used to design and evaluate systems. Such is the case
of Magin et al. (2015) that described possible factors that cause a
negative UX using apps. Through a prototype app, AUX and EUX
were measured by the participants. They concluded that the lack
of usability causes negative emotions. Similarly, Sato et al. (2012)
reported a series of elements used in multi-agent systems that can
possibly be applied in Communities of Practice (CoP). Though the
impact that these elements would have on UX can be deduced, they
did not evaluate UX.
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3.2 user oriented

The focus of this section is chatbots as tools to support the educa-
tional process. User oriented design is important to meet the needs
of everyone involved in the process.

Basogain et al. (2017) reviewed the limitations of the current
education systems, in particular, in the area of mathematics. They
discussed a set of fundamental changes in curriculum and teaching
methodology. Finally, they examined the role of e-learning as an
integral part of the transition from traditional education systems
to modern systems. While this work does not propose any work
with chatbots, it makes clear that digital tools are valuable for the
teaching-learning process. An example of these digital tools is the
one proposed by Fonte et al. (2016), they implemented a system con-
sisting of two parts, an Android application and a server platform.
The Android application implements a chatbot which interacts with
both the student and the server. The objective for the system was
to enable the student to carry out several actions related to their
studies like consult exam questions, receive recommendations about
learning materials, ask questions about a course, and check their
assessed exams. Although the architecture and characteristics of the
system are presented, they did not perform tests with end-users.

An important branch of e-learning tools are chatbots, for this,
Cunningham-Nelson et al. (2019) made an exploratory literature
review of both chatbots in general use and chatbots in education.
Two preliminary chatbots applications are presented; a Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ) chatbot for answering commonly asked
student questions, and a short response quiz chatbot designed
to facilitate and provide automated feedback based on student
responses. They concluded that the chatbots provide a promising
area for potential application in the future of education, as they
have the capability of streamlining and personalising components
of learning.

One example of chatbot with user oriented design is the one
by Benotti et al. (2014), they designed their system to foster en-
gagement while teaching basic Computer Science concepts such
as variables, conditionals, and finite state automata, among oth-
ers to high school students. The tests they performed show that a
chatbot can be a valuable tool to interest and help students with
school issues. Another one is presented by Clarizia et al. (2018), they
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developed a chatbot architecture to manage communication and
furnish the right answers to students. Their proposed a system can
detect questions and gives the answers to students, thanks to the
use of NLP techniques and the ontologies of a domain. Although
tests were done with students, they consisted in determining the
correctness of the chatbot’s responses, and not of the experience or
usefulness it had.

3.3 heuristic oriented

This section compiles some works that represent the importance of
our heuristic proposals, as well as the gap that we try to fill with
them.

3.3.1 Consistency

Marcus (1995) was a pioneer in the description of good practices
to develop GUIs. He claims that the organisation, economisation, and
communication principles help GUI design. The highlights are his four
elements of consistency: 1) internal: applying the same rules for all
elements within the GUI, 2) external: following existing conventions,
3) real-world: following real-world experience, and 4) no-consistency:
when to deviating from the norm.

In a more recent period, and following this train of thought, we
have a notable pair of works. After having interviewed 29 profes-
sionals in the area of interactive environments, Dong et al. (2016)
identified three key challenges that have prevented designers and
developers from building usable multi-device systems: 1) the diffi-
culty in designing interactions between devices, 2) the complexity
of adapting GUIs to different platform standards, and 3) the lack
of tools and methods for testing multi-device UX. The other one
by Woodrow (2016) defines and contextualises three critical concepts
for usability in multi-device systems: 1) composition: distribution
of functionality, 2) consistency: what elements should be consistent
across which aspects, and 3) continuity: a clear indication of switch-
ing interactions. He makes a call for more active involvement by
both the systems engineering and engineering management com-
munities in advancing methods and approaches for interusability,
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i.e., interactions spanning multiple devices with different capabilit-
ies.

Similarly, there are specialised studies on multi-device systems.
Meskens et al. (2010) presented a set of techniques to design and
manage GUIs for multiple devices integrated into Jelly, a single
multi-device GUI design environment. Jelly allows designers to copy
widgets from one device design canvas to another, while preserving
the consistency of their content across devices using linked editing.
O’Leary et al. (2017) argue that designers of multi-device UX need
tools to better address situated contexts of use, early in their design
process through ideation and reflection. To address this need, they
created and tested a reusable design kit that contains scenarios,
cards, and a framework for understanding tradeoffs of multi-device
innovations in realistic contexts of use.

3.3.2 Home Security Systems

An interesting work that shows us an overview of security sys-
tems is done by Mäkinen (2016), she examined why and how home
surveillance systems are used and what the meanings and implic-
ations of these systems are to the residents. Through a series of
interviews, she discovered that being under surveillance, especially
in the privacy of one’s own home, can evoke positive and negative
feelings simultaneously. This is an exploratory study where pos-
sible solutions to the problems raised are not provided. In the same
topic, Urquhart and Rodden (2017) presented a series of critical
challenges to consider for the regulation of domestic IoT. They argue
that novel regulatory strategies can emerge through a better under-
standing of the relationships and interactions between designers,
end-users and technology. This is a discussion/position paper with
no experiments.

With the popularisation of smart homes, several studies have
emerged in this regard, we highlight a couple of them. Zeng et al.
(2017) conducted semi-structured interviews with fifteen people
living in smart homes to learn about how they use their smart
homes, and to understand their security and privacy-related atti-
tudes, expectations, and actions. Although their interviews provide
guidelines for future work, they are only general aspects of those
that recommend a thorough investigation. Shehan and Edwards
(2007) discussed a range of usability issues with home networking,
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as well as the sources of many of these issues. They contend that
these problems will not disappear over time as the networking
industry matures, but rather are due to structural usability flaws
inherent in the design of existing network infrastructure, devices,
and protocols. While this study does not address security systems,
it is a vision of what HCI can bring to Do It Yourself (DIY) systems.

With all these problems, there are some proposals to face them,
like the one from Alshamari (2016), he explored the differences
between usability factors and aspects related to security and privacy.
He developed some basic guidelines for reducing the gap between
usability and security, as well as frameworks and some models for
the same objective. However, his study is theoretical, and no tests of
any kind were made.

3.3.3 Conversational Systems

Usability in chatbots is a topic that has started to become popular
in recent years, but there are still many challenges in the area. This
is how Valtolina et al. (2020) presented a study highlighting the
benefits of developing a conceptual model based on a conversational
interaction style to allow users to communicate with a system in a
familiar way that works for them. Although they evaluated various
applications in health and home automation and identified open
problems, their analysis is relatively superficial since they used well-
known general-purpose questionnaires in state of art. Likewise, Ren
et al. (2019) conducted a review of the state of the art that deals with
usability evaluation techniques in chatbots. They identified various
elements to consider for a satisfactory evaluation within the classic
components of usability: effectiveness, e.g., completeness of tasks
and certainty. Efficiency, e.g., time to complete a task and mental
effort. And satisfaction, e.g., ease of use and context-dependent
questions.

One of the most important areas is how to study usability in
chatbots, for this Kocaballi et al. (2019) studied various UX ques-
tionnaires to assess their coverage when evaluating chatbots. First,
they found that many studies used the concepts of UX and usability
interchangeably, skewing the results. Afterwards, they studied how
many and which dimensions the questionnaires covered. They con-
cluded that, although several questionnaires are used to evaluate a
chatbot, it is not enough to carry out a complete evaluation since
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not all the relevant dimensions for conversational systems were
identified.

In such a way that there are works that make clear the lack of eval-
uation tools in chatbots, e.g., Ding et al. (2019) developed a panel
that discussed how traditional means of interaction (e.g., websites)
are migrating in chatbots and all that this represents, e.g., research
focused on the user, usability tests, information architecture and
technical development skills. The authors argue that a heuristic
evaluation is a simple but effective tool for conducting usability
evaluations in chatbots. And the case of Holmes et al. (2019), that
evaluated, with various tools, a chatbot that helps with weight man-
agement. Through the application of two questionnaires, interviews
and tasks, they detailed the level of convergence of the question-
naires, concluding that non-traditional methods are required to
evaluate the usability of a chatbot since the questionnaires did not
consider all the possible dimensions to be evaluated.

And of course, we can’t ignore the context. Chatbots in education,
for example, not only need usability evaluations, but also need to
verify that they are the correct tool. For instance, Yin et al. (2020)
investigated the impact chatbots have on college students’ learning,
motivation, and performance. They evaluated, in one session, two
groups from an introductory computing class: the first had a tradi-
tional session, i.e., a face-to-face class, and the second group used a
chatbot. The results showed that both groups obtained a similar per-
formance, showing that chatbots can be integrated into a class since
they help motivation and student performance. Furthermore, Rafael
et al. (2019) conducted a study involving two student groups from
the Chilean tax system. One group did active learning activities in a
study session, while the other group used a chatbot. Thanks to the
results of an open-ended questionnaire, which they applied before
and after the session, they discovered that the group that used the
chatbot performed better.

Figure 3.1 represents the relationship between the related works
and the orientations of our proposals, as it outlines motivations and
limitations from all the studies.
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Figure 3.1: Motivations (blue) and limitations (red) from the related works.



4
R E S E A R C H M E T H O D O L O G Y

This chapter focuses on the methodologies we use during the devel-
opment of our proposals.

4.1 design science research methodology

As a guide to carry out our research, we use the Design Science
Research Methodology (DSRM) process model by Peffers et al. (2007).
This methodology was selected because it has been used in works
that are under the same UX and usability study spectrum. For ex-
ample, Carey and Helfert (2015) used this methodology to develop
and validate their interactive evaluation instrument, whose goal is
to improve the process for mobile service innovation. Strohmann
et al. (2019) followed DSRM to create recommendations for the rep-
resentation and interaction design of virtual in-vehicle assistants.
Lastly, Kumar and Chand (2018) used this methodology to design
an app that provides remote students with a learning support.

The DSRM iterative process consists of a research entry point and
six stages (Peffers et al., 2007):

1. Problem identification and motivation: Define the specific
research problem and justify the value of a solution.

2. Define the objectives for a solution: Infer the objectives of a
solution from the problem definition and knowledge of what
is possible and feasible.

3. Design and development: Create the artifact. Such artifacts
are potentially constructs, models, methods, instantiations
or new properties of technical, social, and/or informational
resources.

4. Demonstration: Demonstrate the use of the artifact to solve
one or more instances of the problem.

5. Evaluation: Observe and measure how well the artifact sup-
ports a solution to the problem.

41
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6. Communication: Communicate the problem and its import-
ance, the artifact, its utility and novelty, the rigour of its design,
and its effectiveness to researchers and other relevant audi-
ences such as practising professionals, when appropriate.

As for the initiation point, it could be (Peffers et al., 2007):

• Problem-centred: It is about solving a specific and well-defined
problem.

• Objective-centred: It denotes the achievement of a goal, gen-
erally it is about improving a previous solution.

• Design-and-development-centred: It marks the start-up of a
plan already developed for a specific scenario.

• Client/content-centred: It specifies the case of a project initi-
ated by a client.
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Figure 4.1: The six stages of the DSRM (Peffers et al., 2007).

The flexible nature of this methodology makes it possible to only
use certain stages depending on the research needs, i.e., it is not
necessary to always have to go through stages 1-6, nor is it necessary
to always start from step 1 (Peffers et al., 2007).

The DSRM served us as a higher level methodology, i.e., as can be
seen in the Design & Development stage of Figure 4.1, we use less
abstract methodologies focused on more concrete results to achieve
the desired artifact in each case.
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4.2 google design sprint

Google Design Sprint (GDS) is a time-constrained, five-phase process
that uses design thinking with the aim of reducing the risk when
bringing a new product, service or a feature to the market (Banfield
et al., 2015):

1. Understand: Participants evaluate the problem they are trying
to solve, the personas they are designing for, and the form
factor they are going to use.

2. Diverge: Participants are encouraged to let go of all their
presumptions and engage in different activities to generate
as many ideas as they can, regardless of how feasible or far-
fetched they are.

3. Decide: Through different activities, participants decide which
ideas to pursue further.

4. Prototype: Participants rapidly sketch, design and prototype
their ideas, concentrating on User Interface (UI) flow.

5. Validate: Participants put their product in front of users, test
and are encouraged to show and tell when possible.

The process aims to help teams to clearly define goals, validating
assumptions and deciding on a product roadmap before starting
development (see Figure 4.2) (Banfield et al., 2015).

Figure 4.2: The sprint gives teams a shortcut to learning without building
and launching (Banfield et al., 2015).
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Although it is not a research methodology per se, we decided to
adopt it because it is a way to create valuable products, i.e., that
they are not only usable and aesthetically pleasing but that generate
a change of skills and a way of thinking (Sari & Tedjasaputra, 2017),
as it is that we finally look for with our proposal. This technique,
in particular, seeks to reach a viable solution within five days, this
is something we decided to modify because we were interested in
user-oriented design focus, but we considered that the time would
constrict us.

4.3 developing usability heuristics

Developing Usability Heuristics (DUH) is a methodology to create
heuristics proposed by Quiñones et al. (2016). It consists of six
stages:

1. Exploratory stage: Gather bibliography related to the main
research topic.

2. Descriptive stage: Highlight the most important characterist-
ics of the information previously collected.

3. Correlational stage: Identify the characteristics that usability
heuristics must-have for the particular system.

4. Explanatory stage: Formally specify the proposed set of heur-
istics.

5. Validation stage: Contrast the new heuristics against the tra-
ditional heuristics through experiments.

6. Refinement stage: Based on the feedback obtained in the
previous stage.

This methodology is also iterative and sets a precedent for the
creation and validation of usability heuristics, as this is often an
informal process (Quiñones et al., 2016).



5
TA S K O R I E N T E D

This Chapter contains our proposal that contrasts between AUX and
EUX, in here we follow the DSRM as a research methodology (see
Section 4.1). Section 5.1 is about our problem at hand. In 5.2, we
present the hypothesis that serves as the objective of our study. Sec-
tion 5.3 explains our evaluation method, while Section 5.4 explains
how to apply it. Finally, Section 5.5 shows the evaluation of our
method.

5.1 identify problem

Social networks have problems in the two areas that comprise them:
technological, i.e., the platform that supports them. And social,
i.e., misinformation problems, lack of motive, and guidance (Koh
et al., 2007). User-tools can help to solve the problems in these
both areas (see Figure 5.1), which are vital in a successful social
network (Apostolou et al., 2017; Hummel & Lechner, 2002; Iriberri
& Leroy, 2009; Preece, 2001).

User-tools are groups of widgets that make up the GUI of a social
network, in order to allow users to perform tasks and communicate
with each other, e.g., friend lists, newsfeeds, chats, and publishing
menus. The granularity of user-tools is dictated by activities, i.e.,
a specific set of widgets, that allows solving a specific activity,
conforms a user-tool.

+Technology:

   -Social network

    platform

+Social:

   -Misinformation

   -Motivation

   -Guidance

User-Tools

AUX and EUX
Hedonic

Factors

Pragmatic

Factors

Figure 5.1: Design elements and influence of user-tools.
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5.2 define objectives of a solution

As we have been mentioning, user-tools are the elements that allow
interaction among users on a social network, so its design should
be a primary issue. For this, our task focuses on contrasting AUX
and EUX, since with this we hope to identify which dimensions of
UX have the most significant weight in each period.

Identifying these contrast elements could help improve the design
of the user-tools. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis for our
study:

There is no significant difference in perceived UX between the
prototypes imagined by the participants and the actual social
networks performing the same tasks.

5.3 design & development

Here, we describe each step of our assessment method (see Fig-
ure 5.2). To demonstrate how our proposal works, we take the basic
case when one person uses a chat to make contact with another
person:

• Set Goals: This step is about the objectives that developers
need to achieve, e.g., a chat must allow users to communicate
effectively with each other.

• Identify Tasks: It refers to the stages that the user has to follow
with the aim of attaining the aforementioned objectives, e.g., a
user has to recognize the receiver of the message, display the
direct message option or window, compose the message and
finally send it.

• Identify User-tools: This step involves determining which
user-tools are available to accomplish the previously identified
tasks, e.g., avatars, user profiles, lists, buttons, commands, and
text boxes.

• Assess AUX: It concerns an AUX evaluation over the proto-
typed artifact. This stage can be done with various tools, e.g.,
low-fidelity prototypes (Virzi, 1989; Walker et al., 2002), or tech-
niques such as The Wizard of Oz (Davis et al., 2007; Maulsby
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et al., 1993). Nevertheless, the important thing is to stimulate
the creativity of participants, so that we can obtain their ideal-
izations and expectations. To know what aspects should be
taken into account at this stage, we rely on the bases proposed
by Yogasara et al. (2011):

– Intended Use: It is about the practical connotation of
each user-tool, e.g., the functioning of a chat from the
user’s point of view.

– Positive Anticipated Emotion: It refers to agreeable feel-
ings that the user expects undergoing as a result of the
interaction with a user-tool, e.g., satisfaction after sending
a message, happiness when the answer comes, generally
pleased for not receiving errors or any other type of alert.

– Desired Product Characteristics: As for this aspect, we ac-
commodated the principles suggested by Morville (2005)
to our case of study. These principles specify that a user-
tool must be worthy, functional, helpful, attractive, attain-
able, honest, and discoverable.

– User Characteristics: It concerns the mental and physical
faculties of users, e.g., developing a generic chat does not
imply the same endeavour that developing one intended
for children or for seniors, since each group has specific
needs.

– Experiential Knowledge: We need to know the back-
ground of users, because they rely on their experience
to gather information, then compare and contrast, e.g.,
a user might ask whether the new chat is more suitable
than the one provided by Facebook.

– Favourable Existing Characteristics: This aspect is about
the properties that users have identified in the past as
assertive in comparable tools, e.g., a user could think that
they enjoy the chat from another platform thanks to the
response time, availability, and ease of use.

• Assess EUX: This step involves conducting an EUX assessment
over the developed artifact. For this step, we need at least a
mid-fidelity prototype (Coyette et al., 2007; D-LABS, 2019),
i.e., something so that participants can already experience
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the tool on a PC or a mobile device. However, to make the
comparison of results achievable, it is vital to evaluate all
the aspects taken into account for the AUX assessment, e.g., if
NASA TLX questionnaire (Hart & Staveland, 1988) was used in
the AUX assessment, it is necessary to reapply it, this time for
EUX, being careful to measure similar parts or functionalities
between both stages.

• Compare Results: Once AUX and EUX assessments were car-
ried out, the results have to be contrasted, so that developers
can make resolutions on the design of user-tools, placing side
by side the idealizations of users and reality, and examining
whether their propositions were developed or not, e.g., com-
pare the evaluations of the NASA TLX questionnaire of the
prototype and developed chat.

Set

Goals

Identify

Tasks

Identify

User-Tools

Assess

AUX

Assess

EUX

Compare

Results

Figure 5.2: Steps of the AUX and EUX assessment method.

5.4 demonstration

To carry out our tests, we use basic materials. For the development
of prototypes, we have stationery such as sheets of paper, pens,
pencils, and markers of various colours. Whereas for social media
tests, we used a 15-inch laptop with internet access, and Firefox
as a web browser. For each social network, we created a new user
profile.

An essential factor that can compromise the validity and reliability
of a study is improvisation. Choosing the wrong instrument inval-
idates the results, no matter how rigorous a study’s proposed meth-
odology was (Hernández-Sampieri & Torres, 2018; Kothari, 2004).
That is why we weigh in on the various factors that could affect
our tests. AttrakDiff, since its original proposal in 2003 (Hassenzahl
et al., 2003), has been used in multiple tests to measure UX based on
its pragmatic and hedonic factors (Hassenzahl, 2007). In each study,
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experts have used this tool, and it has been tested for validity and
reliability in different contexts (Braun, 2020; Díaz-Oreiro et al., 2019;
Hassenzahl & Monk, 2010; Isleifsdottir & Larusdottir, 2008; Klaassen
et al., 2013; Lallemand & Koenig, 2020; Ribeiro & Providência, 2021;
Takahashi & Nebe, 2019), it has been translated into various lan-
guages (Lallemand et al., 2015), and it has been modified to suit
the specific needs of particular experiments (Isomursu et al., 2020).
Besides, it is simple to answer and does not represent a burden for
participants (Walsh et al., 2014). All these results made us choose
AttrakDiff as a valid tool to study UX.

The AttrakDiff full questionnaire is composed of 28 semantic
pairs, i.e., pairs of words that make a strong contrast to each other
(e.g., good-bad). Through these semantic pairs, the questionnaire
measures the following aspects (Hu et al., 2013):

• Pragmatic Quality: It refers to the perceived quality of manip-
ulation, i.e., effectiveness and efficiency of use.

• Hedonic Quality - Identity: It indicates the user’s self-identification
with the artifact.

• Hedonic Quality - Stimulation: It means the human need for
individual development, i.e., improvement of knowledge and
skills.

• Attractiveness: It reports the overall worth of an artifact based
on perceived quality.

The hedonic and pragmatic dimensions are autonomous of each
other and provide evenly to the UX evaluation (Hassenzahl, 2007).
We use a printed version, in English, of the questionnaire available
on the official website of the tool 1. All participants had the same
materials at their disposal.

Since we try to study the user-tools of social networks, and we
have one independent variable with two factors, prototypes and
social networks, our tests follow a basic design (Lazar et al., 2017a).
Moreover, since we had only one group of participants who were
exposed to both factors, our tests have a within-group design (Lazar
et al., 2017a).

1 http://attrakdiff.de/index-en.html

http://attrakdiff.de/index-en.html
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Our only dependent variable is UX, of course, but since it is a
latent variable and therefore cannot be measured directly (Sauro,
2016), we have AtrakDiff, which with its four dimensions helps us
measure the UX perceived by our participants (see Section 5.4).

Finally, our control variables are the environment where we car-
ried out the tests, since all the participants were exposed to the same
conditions, e.g., materials, noise and light levels, desk, chair, and
room. The characteristics of our participants were also controlled
(see Section 5.5). Table 5.1 summarises the variables of our tests. The
method for conducting our tests has been widely used by various
authors in similar contexts (Aula et al., 2010; Bevan et al., 2016; Chin
& Fu, 2010; Merz et al., 2016).

Table 5.1: Variables of our Study.

Independent Variable Dependent Variable Control Variables

User-tools

(prototypes and social networks)

UX

(Pragmatic Quality, Hedonic Quality - Identity,

Hedonic Quality - Stimulation, Attractiveness)

Ambient,

and Participants

5.5 evaluation

We used an opportunistic sample to recruit our participants, given
that they are all members of our department. All participants gave
their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in
the study. Besides, the study was conducted in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the
Ethics Committee of our department.

Our testing group was composed of 20 participants (five of whom
were females), whose average age was 28.15, and the maximum
and minimum ones were 38 and 20, respectively. We made the
decision of limiting their age to a range between 20 and 40 years, in
order to prevent our results from being biased by participants with
particular needs, e.g., oversimplify the language and instructions
used or make the fonts of the GUIs larger. Although we know that
it is a rather small sample, it is within the average for this kind of
tests (Díaz-Oreiro et al., 2019).

Participants were selected because of their familiarity with social
networks. We think that people unconnected to such platforms
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constrain their potential to perform the assigned tasks, causing an
invalidating impact on our study. Moreover, we believe that better
results will be obtained if participants have experience with social
networks.

We carried out the AUX and EUX assessment of user-tools in a
peaceful ambiance to limit outer sources of noise in our study. Each
volunteer individually participates in the testing sessions, which
were conducted by a moderator in situ.

As the first step of our tests, participants filled a questionnaire
about their demographic information and former contact with so-
cial networks. Afterwards, participants performed the tasks and
assessments.

Each session had a length of around 40 minutes. We run the tests
in 20 days, i.e., one participant per day. All tests were done around
10 a.m.; we did this to try to have a similar state in each participant.

The results of the aforementioned questionnaire reported that
YouTube is proven to be the most used platform by our participants
with 100% of usage. As for Facebook, it got a moderated use with
47%, and Reddit was the least used with 2%. Therefore, we decided
to use these three platforms to asses EUX.

First of all, we said that our goal is to improve the design of
user-tools through the contrast of AUX and EUX. To achieve this, we
devised the following three tasks that represent common activities
within social networks. Participants would have to complete each
one twice, one for AUX, and one for EUX, during the trial:

1. Message: Transmit a private message to another user.

2. Publication: Share multimedia.

3. Search: Look for somebody or for a certain theme.

To identify the required user-tools for accomplishing each task,
we analysed different ways, e.g., giving them user-tools made up
of paper cut-outs. Nevertheless, if we provided participants with a
predetermined set of user-tools, they would have prejudices, i.e., we
would obtain very similar results between each participant, includ-
ing the possibility of identical prototypes, consequently limiting
their feedback significantly. Thus, for the AUX assessment step, the
best alternative was that each participant created their own user-
tools.
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The next two steps of our method are the AUX and EUX assess-
ments of user-tools:

• Prototypes construction: First, we asked participants to ima-
gine that they took the role of a Web designer with the aim of
creating a novel GUI for a social network. Afterwards, relying
on their experience, they had to create three paper prototypes,
corresponding to the three tasks previously defined. Parti-
cipants had to draw GUI elements to solve the tasks, just as if
they were designing a website GUI. In our pilot tests, we ob-
tained prototypes similar to the one depicted in Figure 5.3(a),
so we resolved to design a canvas to make it easier for the
participants to create their prototypes. Figures 5.3(b)-(d) show
random samples of prototypes in our actual tests. When they
concluded the construction and description of each prototype,
participants had to assess them with the AttrakDiff question-
naire. Therefore, this stage allowed participants to explain
their decisions about how they conceive the behaviour of the
GUI, the rationale behind their designs, and the user-tools re-
quired to accomplish each task. In this manner, we assess the
AUX of user-tools.

• Tasks using online social networks: Once the three prototypes
and their assessments were concluded, we asked participants
to carry out the same three tasks, but now using online social
networks. Hence, on Reddit, participants transmitted a private
message to another user; on Facebook, they shared multimedia,
and on YouTube, they sought for a somebody or for a certain
topic. Like in the previous stage, after finishing each task, they
had to assess it through the AttrakDiff questionnaire. Just like
that, we assess the EUX of user-tools.

In this way, and taking into account that each participant made six
evaluations, we finished with 120 questionnaires: 60 corresponding
to AUX and 60 to EUX.

This test has a hybrid nature between formative and summative
(see Section 2.5.1). By prototyping, participants carry out a format-
ive test, since they will help us assess how well the fundamental
elements of a GUI work. The summative nature is in the comparison
of social networks with prototypes (Joyce, 2019; Sauro, 2010a).
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5.5.1 Results

Seven semantic pairs correspond to each dimension of AttrakDiff.
The ratings go from one to seven, and the higher, the better. Table 5.2
contains the results from the 120 questionnaires, the means (µ) and
the standard deviations (σ) of each dimension for the three tasks.

Table 5.2: AttrakDiff Dimensions Results.

Pragmatic Quality Identity Stimulation Attractiveness

Message

AUX
µ 5.65 4.75 3.42 5.17

σ 0.29 0.95 0.53 0.29

EUX
µ 3.22 3.50 3.52 3.30

σ 0.49 0.44 0.51 0.31

Publication

AUX
µ 5.57 4.77 3.70 5.10

σ 0.44 0.69 0.45 0.48

EUX
µ 5.97 5.35 3.99 5.74

σ 0.23 1.08 1.19 0.29

Search

AUX
µ 5.51 4.67 2.98 4.96

σ 0.54 1.02 0.57 0.52

EUX
µ 6.23 5.42 3.75 6.02

σ 0.45 1.05 1.31 0.26

Figure 5.4 is the graphical representation of the results. For all
plots, the X-axis contains the four dimensions of AttrakDiff, and
the Y-axis measures their averages. As the legend indicates, clear
bars are the measurements of AUX, while dark bars represent the
results of EUX in our three tasks: Figure 5.4(a) contrasts the results
for Messages, Figure 5.4(b) does the same for Publications, and
Figure 5.4(c) for Searches.

AttrakDiff offers three graphs for each test. Figures 5.5, 5.7, and
5.9 are the portfolio graphs, in which the values of hedonic quality
are represented on the vertical axis (bottom means a low value). The
horizontal axis represents the value of the pragmatic quality (left
means a low value). Depending on the values of the dimension, the
tested product will lie in one or more “character-regions”.
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Figures 5.6, 5.8, and 5.10 feature diagrams of average values for
the four dimensions. While Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 show the
average values for each pair of words in the questionnaire. These
two types of charts have a range that goes from −3 to 3, which
represents the scale of seven steps that each semantic differential
has (higher is better).

In assessing these results, we also look at the reliability scores
for the different dimensions. Table 5.3 shows the Cronbach’s alpha
values for the AttrakDiff dimensions in each task (αlevel = 0.05).

Table 5.3: AttrakDiff Dimensions Reliability Analysis (Cronbach’s alpha
values).

Message Publication Search

Dimension
AUX EUX AUX EUX AUX EUX

(0.82) (0.87) (0.83) (0.83) (0.78) (0.83)

Pragmatic Quality 0.79 0.87 0.80 0.62 0.83 0.70

Identity 0.56 0.65 0.53 0.67 0.62 0.57

Stimulation 0.92 0.83 0.94 0.76 0.86 0.77

Attractiveness 0.81 0.93 0.80 0.86 0.76 0.93

Table 5.4: p values for paired-samples t-tests (comparisons between AUX

and EUX in each dimension).

Dimension Message Publication Search

Pragmatic Quality 2.79× 10−6∗
0.18 0.01

∗

Identity 3.08× 10−5∗
0.05

∗
0.003

∗

Stimulation 0.82 0.53 0.08

Attractiveness 6.53× 10−6∗
0.06 0.0005

∗

∗p ⩽ 0.05 significant

To contrast the results of the tests, and given that the design
we have is within-groups with an independent variable of two
factors, the statistical analysis we performed was a paired-samples
t-test (Lazar et al., 2017b). In this way, we determined whether there
are significant differences between the means of each dimension of
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AttrakDiff in the AUX and EUX tests for each task (see Table 5.4). To
obtain all the statistical analyses, we use the R language.

5.5.2 Discussion

Table 5.2 clearly shows that the paper prototypes were better evalu-
ated than their counterpart in Reddit. Moreover, Figure 5.4(a) reveals
something similar. The prototypes for messages were the only ones
where the assessment of AUX exceeded that of EUX. This is likely
because, for most participants, this was their first time using Reddit.
It can also be attributed to Reddit offering a negative UX, since it
was not so easy for participants to use their previous experiences
on a new platform.

Even though participants were free to design their user-tools at
their convenience, based on their experience, real social networks
gave them more satisfying experiences. Figure 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) show
that, indeed, all the dimensions were superior in social networks,
although it is interesting that there is a difference, but not that much.
An intriguing observation is that the participants were quite incisive
in criticising their prototypes, i.e., they complained that they did
not do a good job, because they did not have the experience or
knowledge necessary to design a GUI.

In general, we can say that the reliability of data is good, since
most of the dimensions obtained good results (> 0.7) as can be seen
in Table 5.3. The result that stands out the most is that of the Hedonic
Quality - Identity dimension, as none of the tests was significant.
This could come to mean that AttrakDiff has a weakness to measure
the Identity dimension. Of course, we would need more evidence to
verify or refute that assumption.

Table 5.4 suggests which results of the t-test with paired-samples
allows us to reject our null hypothesis. The comparison between AUX
and EUX of the Messages task were significant in the dimensions
of Pragmatic Quality, Identity, and Attractiveness. For the Publica-
tions task, only Identity was significant, while for the Search task,
Pragmatic Quality, Identity, and Attractiveness were significant. These
significant dimensions indicate that, in these tests, we can refute the
null hypothesis, because there is a significant difference between
the UX perceived by the participants between the prototypes and
the social networks. It is interesting to note that the only dimension
that was consistently not significant in any task was Stimulation.
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According to Aladwan et al. (2019), when users of fitness applica-
tions were physically stressed by exercise and tried to use said apps
with no avail, their stress increased, as their expectations were not
met. This makes sense with our findings, since it is likely that, in an
altered state of mind, users will need to rely on pragmatic elements
that are familiar to them. Something similar happens with the tests
carried out by Kukka et al. (2017), Margetis et al. (2013), Wurhofer et
al. (2015), and E. Zhang et al. (2018), as their participants focused on
interactions that they considered safe, when they found themselves
in an unfamiliar environment.

Magin et al. (2015) studied the possible sources of negative emo-
tions in UX, e.g., anger, sadness, and confusion. They determined
that a significant part came from instrumental elements, i.e., usabil-
ity, which agrees with our findings, since users expect things like
that a button is active under certain circumstances or that a selected
item can be removed, i.e., practical tasks.

The work by Moser et al. (2014) is interesting, because the expecta-
tions they measured came from children. It seems that their imagina-
tion was more oriented to hedonic aspects, mainly self-identification,
since they cared that the games reflected their personality and de-
cisions. It is striking because it goes against our findings: perhaps
the AUX perceived by children has more weight in the hedonic
factors, which could indicate a future path of investigation.

An exciting result we obtained was that the Stimulation means
were not significant, as it could indicate that participants thought
about basic user-tools to make their prototypes and found similarly
essential elements in social networks. Now, we know that if we want
to draw more reliable conclusions from this, we will need to do
more research. However, we could speculate that the experience and
imagination of the participants are limited to the essential elements
that are commonly found in all GUIs, i.e., they prefer to play it
safe. Users are looking for security rather than looking for new
experiences when testing new GUIs, so Stimulation could become a
more decisive factor when they are already familiar with GUIs.

Such behaviour could also indicate that user expectations are
more grounded in pragmatic aspects than in hedonic ones. This
could have significant implications. For example, it would imply
that, when creating new GUIs, designers have to pay more attention
to including basic user-tools that allow users to efficiently complete
tasks, since user expectations would be mainly focused on practical
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aspects, e.g., that they imagine a button, its action, but not how it
looks.

The results presented in this work could have been affected by
the sampling of our participants. Given that each evaluation took
around 40 minutes, having a random sample would represent a
significant challenge. Our participants did not receive any kind of
incentive.

Similarly, the limitations of the within-groups design make it
difficult to control the effects of learning and fatigue. We try to
alleviate this by offering a comfortable and relaxed environment
for the participants and reiterate them that they were helping us to
evaluate the systems, and that we were not evaluating them (Lazar
et al., 2017a).
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Figure 5.3: Samples of prototypes from the pilot tests (a) and from the
actual tests (b)-(d).
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EUX EUX

EUX

(a) Messages (b) Publications

(c) Searches

Pragmatic

Quality
Identity Stimulation Attractiveness Pragmatic

Quality
Identity Stimulation Attractiveness

Pragmatic

Quality
Identity Stimulation Attractiveness

Figure 5.4: AttrakDiff results for Messages (a), Publications (b), Searches
(c).

Figure 5.5: Reddit obtained rather low grades in both dimensions, while
the prototypes are located in the region “task-oriented” mean-
ing that there is room for improvement. Therefore, Reddit user
tools did not precisely meet the expectations of participants.
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Figure 5.6: In each dimension, the participants evaluated their prototypes
better than Reddit, except in HQ-S .

Figure 5.7: Although quite close, Facebook obtained better results than the
prototypes. In both cases, changes would have to be made to
arrive at the “desired” region.
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Figure 5.8: Facebook came out slightly better evaluated than the proto-
types.

Figure 5.9: In the search task, both evaluations are in the “task-oriented”
region. However, YouTube got slightly better results.
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Figure 5.10: Search evaluations are quite similar; YouTube has a little ad-
vantage over the prototypes.
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Figure 5.11: The most remarkable differences we can observe are that the
participants rated their prototypes as straightforward, integrat-
ing, and pleasant.
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Figure 5.12: In each semantic differential, the participants evaluated sim-
ilarly, but we can observe the differences in brings me closer,
presentable, and bold.
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Figure 5.13: YouTube and the prototypes get very close ratings, even so,
we can notice differences in professional, stylish, and captivating.





6
U S E R O R I E N T E D

This chapter shows the development of a chatbot prototype oriented
to the learning/teaching process. We focus on gathering the needs
and expectations of users. All the work described here is the first
iteration of the GDS methodology (see Section 4.2). Section 6.1 talks
about the problem that concerns this test. Section 6.2 exposes the
various solution alternatives and the one that was finally decided
to develop. This development is reflected in Section 6.3 and, finally,
Section 6.4 is the evaluation of our prototype.

6.1 understand

The primary objective of this chatbot is to serve as an extra-school
tool and, at the same time, as an intermediary between teachers
and students: advising them, monitoring them, and facilitating
communication between them. In this way, students could express
themselves more freely, as the chatbot serves as a bridge with their
teachers and other personnel involved in this process, e.g., social
workers, psychologists, pedagogues, prefects, and administrative
staff.

The proposed chatbot was designed and implemented as a Web
application, using a text-based user interface. We define several
profiles, e.g., teacher, student, and administrative staff, to interact
with the chatbot, since each one has specific functions in the teach-
ing/learning process. For instance, in the case of the student profile,
the chatbot gives suggestions for their classes, as well as exam dates
and project deadline reminders. As for the teacher profile, the chat-
bot allows the teachers to receive student questions, as well as to
suggest exercises and complementary material for reinforcing some
specific topics. In this way, students can have several sources and
different ways to understand a topic and enrich their knowledge.

The collaboration between a middle school and our university
took place in the context of a special project between both institu-
tions. The objective of this project was to create a technological tool
so that students could have additional support in their classes, a
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means of information on procedures, as well as a means of commu-
nication between them, teachers and administrative staff.

After spending some days familiarising ourselves with the most
common processes that students have to perform, conducting in-
terviews with students, teachers and administrative staff, we create
three personas who represent these three critical profiles of end-
users of the system (see Fig. 6.1).

The second part of this stage was to refine our interviews to
discover the requirements and characteristics of each user pro-
file (Keijzer-Broers & de Reuver, 2016; Southall et al., 2019), and
then apply this knowledge in user stories format (Cohn, 2004) to
each persona (see Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3).

Table 6.1: User stories for persona Adriana.

Requirements Must-have Nice to have

Functional

I want to be able to see all my in-
formation classified by class and
grade.
I want to be able to upload extra
material for my classes.
I want to be able to see the ques-
tions of my students.

I would like it to
allow me to post
information notices
periodically for my
students.
I wish it to allow me
to organise activities
in and out of class.

User interac-
tion

I want it to be simple to use.
I want to be able to access
the system from my home and
smartphone.

I would like it to
have a register of
each student, in or-
der to write down
the strengths and
weaknesses of each
one, so I could help
them better.

Social context

I want it to help me communic-
ate better with my students.
I want it to be a tool to improve
my classes.

I would like it to
improve the work
between teachers
and administrative
staff.
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Persona 1: Adriana Barraza

Age: 26
Education: Bachelors degree
Occupation: Teacher
Marital status: Single | No children

Adriana is a second-year Spanish 
teacher with two years of experience. 
Although she is the youngest teacher 
and has experimented with tools like 
Moodle, she does not consider herself 
very skilled with such technologies. 
She wants to offer her students new 
learning materials so that they are 
more interested in her class.

Skills:

Internet

Software

Mobile apps

Social networks

(a) Adriana - Teacher

Persona 2: Roberto Rodríguez

Age: 12
Education: Primary school
Occupation: Student
Marital status: Single | No children

Roberto is a newcomer to middle 
school; he is adapting to a new acade-
mic environment. Sometimes Roberto 
feels self-conscious because he does 
not know the school; he is just 
making friends, and sometimes he is 
afraid to ask questions in class.

Skills:

Internet

Software

Mobile apps

Social networks

(b) Roberto - Student

Persona 3: Julia Aguilar

Age: 54
Education: High school
Occupation: Secretary
Marital status: Married | 2 children

Julia is the secretary of the academic 
assistant director. Her job is to guide 
students to choose and change 
workshops, collect report cards, write 
letters, among other tasks. Although 
she feels skilled in office software and 
email, her technological knowledge 
does not go much further than that; 
She uses her smartphone to commu-
nicate via WhatsApp with her friends 
and family.

Skills:

Internet

Software

Mobile apps

Social networks

(c) Julia - Secretary

Figure 6.1: The three personas we develop through interviews play the
leading profiles of the system: teacher 6.1a, student 6.1b, and
administrative staff 6.1c.
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Table 6.2: User stories for persona Roberto.

Requirements Must-have Nice to have

Functional

I want it to know the schedule of
my classes and exams and other
important events.
I want it to have additional ma-
terial and explanations to the
topics seen in class.
I want to be able to send mes-
sages to my teachers so they can
answer my questions.

I wish I could check
my grades.
I would like the sys-
tem to explain to me
complete topics of
classes.

User interac-
tion

I want it to be simple to use.
I want to be able to access
the system from my home and
smartphone.

I wish I could send
my homework
through the system.

Social context

I want it to help me communic-
ate better with my teachers.
I want it to help me improve in
class.

I wish I could share
my problems and
concerns.

Based on the personas and their user stories, we were able to
discuss multiple scenarios. Fortunately, the needs of the end-users
agreed and complemented each other, so we finally chose a scenario
that would guide the design of the system: The school needs a highly
available web application that is easy to use for both experienced users and
those struggling with technology. Response times need to be fast and, in
some cases, immediate, so some processes need to be automated. The system
must recognise the three profiles of the personas created.

6.2 diverge & decide

Taking into account the requirements of the users and the guide
scenario, and relying on various brainstorm techniques (e.g., mind
maps and storyboards) each participant designed multiple solutions
for the scenario in question. All proposals were presented without
considering the possible limitations or criticisms and were widely
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Table 6.3: User stories for persona Julia.

Requirements Must-have Nice to have

Functional

I want students to receive re-
minders about important dates,
e.g., enrolment.
I want them to download
formats for the various proced-
ures.
I want the system to answer the
FAQs.

I would like the sys-
tem to guide the stu-
dents in each step of
their paperwork.

User interac-
tion

I want it to be simple to use.
I want to be able to access
the system from my home and
smartphone.

I would like the sys-
tem to direct stu-
dents with the cor-
responding person
and office for each
paperwork.

Social context
I want the system to help us get
closer to the students.

I would like the
system to help me
to provide the ne-
cessary attention to
those students who
need it most.

discussed. Table 6.4 summarises some of the ideas we reached, their
corresponding verdict and the reason for it.

To finally choose the solution proposal, each participant chose
their favourite proposal and the reasons for their choice. After a
debate between the alternatives, it was chosen by a joint agreement
that a chatbot would be the most viable option.

6.3 prototype

After choosing a chatbot as the best option, we decided to make a
quick implementation, because we wanted to know to what extent
our solution met the requirements of the end-users, the flexibility
of the chosen technology, as well as giving us an outline of how it
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Table 6.4: Objective solving proposals.

Proposal Verdict Reasons

Use
Moodle

Rejected

Some teachers commented that they tried
to implement it in their class but lacked
the training and motivation to keep the
platform up to date.

Use
Gradelink
(or similar)

Rejected

Although initially it can be expensive, a
prefabricated and tested system usually
gives good results. However, it would re-
quire training, interaction with students
is usually limited, and as with Moodle,
motivation is a significant obstacle.

Custom
system
(such as
Gradelink
or similar)

Rejected

Developing a school administration sys-
tem is a huge task. While the school can
save on licenses, development and main-
tenance can be very expensive. To make
sure that development is on track, mul-
tiple tests are needed throughout the pro-
cess, and this also increases the cost.

Use social
networks

Rejected

Although social networks allow us to
communicate very quickly, as that is one
of their objectives, they would probably
fall short of fulfilling the persona’s re-
quirements. Besides, there is an inherent
issue of privacy and information security.

Chatbot Accepted

The main challenge of developing a chat-
bot is its training, i.e., that the answers
it provides are consistent with what was
asked, in order to have a meaningful con-
versation. A chatbot is a good option since
it will always be available, anyone can use
it, many processes can be automated, and
it allows all users to participate equally.
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would be to develop the system altogether. Had we tried a functional
or paper prototype, we would probably have ended up with an
incomplete picture of whether a chatbot was the best solution or
not.

In this way, using Angular, Node.js and Dialogflow, we develop
an initial version of the chatbot with the functionalities that meet
the main requirements of the end-users (see Fig. 6.2).

Welcome to chatbot

Login

User

Password

(a) Login

Chatbot

Hi chatbot!

Hi Adriana! How are You?

No problem!

Sure! When do you want to schedule it?

Ok. On 07/02/2020 at 10:00 a.m. It is right?

On Friday, February 7 at 10 in the

morning, please.

I’m good. I would like to schedule

an exam please.

Yes, thanks chatbot!

(b) Scheduling an exam

Figure 6.2: The chatbot is a web application. We create a user-friendly
interface for mobile devices.

Until now, the chatbot has the following features:

• There are three types of profiles: teacher, student, and adminis-
trative staff. At the moment, the registration and classification
of all users are done manually by the chatbot administrator.
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• The teacher profile contains their assigned groups and classes,
as well as a list of students classified by those areas.

• The student profile contains the classes, teachers and assigned
schedules.

• At the moment, the profile of the administrative staff is the
same as that of the teacher.

• Teachers and administrative staff can schedule events with
mandatory date and time.

• Students can ask for previously scheduled events.

• The chatbot can make automatic event reminders.

• Teachers can tell the chatbot to save links (e.g., websites, files,
YouTube videos) and assign them to a subject so that students
can then ask for them.

• If a student asked for material from a subject and the chatbot
found nothing, it tells the teacher that the student asked for
that material.

• The teacher can send a message to all students who belong to
the same group.

• Teachers and students can send files to each other, for example,
to send homework.

• The chatbot can respond to basic conversions on subjects and
personal matters.

• The chatbot is trained to answer the FAQs of the essential
administrative procedures.

6.4 validate

In this section, we describe the first set of tests conducted with
end-users. We evaluated the workload perceived by the participants
after performing some tasks. We gathered eight end-users: two
teachers (one male-36, one female-28) and six students (three male,
three female, between 14 and 15 years old) from middle school. It
is essential to mention that all of them were using a chatbot for
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the first time. To accomplish our tests, we first let them explore
the user interface of the chatbot for a few minutes, in order to
get acquaintance with the different kinds of widgets and their
corresponding functionalities. Then, according to their profile, we
asked them to perform the tasks listed below.
For both profiles:

• Asking a specific person for some material in the form of a file
or of a simple answer to a question.

• Sending a file to a given person or group.

• Receiving a file from a specific person.

For students:

• Establishing a personal or academic conversation with the
chatbot.

• Receiving some suggestion from the chatbot about a personal
or academic question.

• Asking for information about a course, e.g., doubts or ques-
tions.

For teachers:

• Adding information about a course, in order to be shared
with the concerned students, e.g., extra-instructional material,
project schedules, and reminders of homework deadlines or
quiz dates.

• Receiving some warning from the chatbot about the instruc-
tional materials that a given student is needing.

The nature of this evaluation is absolutely formative (see Sec-
tion 2.5.1), not only because it occurs with a prototype at the begin-
ning of a development but also involves the role of the users in the
test.
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6.4.1 Results

To measure the workload perceived by our eight users of the chatbot,
we used the NASA Task Load indeX (NASA-TLX) (Hart & Staveland,
1988). This is a subjective assessment tool that uses six scales (also
called dimensions) to measure the workload perceived by an indi-
vidual or a group in the execution of some task. The test has two
parts. In the former, the users evaluated a task in the following
scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance,
frustration, and effort.

For each scale, the user selected a value in the interval [0, ..., 100] ⊂
N with ticks of 5 units, giving 21 possible qualifications.

On the left of Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the given ratings for the six
scales are shown. It is important to mention that we measured the
whole workload for the set of tasks described above, so a big value
means a lot of workload, which is considered as bad. On the other
hand, a small value close to zero means a small workload, which is
considered as good.

In the latter part, each user assigns a custom weight for the six
scales, which is used to adjust the previous qualifications, as shown
on the right of Figures 6.3 and 6.4.

6.4.2 Discussion

The average adjusted qualifications for the six scales are shown in
Table 6.5. The scale with the smallest average rating was Physical
Demand, followed by Frustration. It is interesting to observe that
practically all users gave very little importance to the physical
aspect, while interacting with the user interface of the chatbot. The
ratings in this scale were small per se, but also the given weight was
zero for almost all users. The scale with the biggest average rating
was Performance.

Finally, we calculated the pondered rating from the adjusted
ratings in the six scales. Figure 6.5 shows the pondered ratings
given by each participant. The average of pondered ratings for the
perceived workload given by the eight users is 23.67. The minimum
pondered rating was 14 and the maximum was 36.33, in the range
[0,100]. These qualifications are in the “good” region of the scale,
i.e., around the first quarter, and give us an approximate idea about
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Figure 6.3: Mental, physical, and temporal demand perceived by each user
(left) and adjusted by the assigned weight (right).

how good was the perception of the participants about the burden
of performing tasks while using our chatbot.
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Figure 6.4: Performance, frustration, and effort per user (left) and adjusted
by the assigned weight (right).

Figure 6.5: Weighted rating per user.
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Table 6.5: Average adjusted ratings.

Mental Demand 76.875

Physical Demand 8.125

Temporal Demand 65.625

Performance 108.125

Frustration 46.875

Effort 49.375





7
C O N V E R S AT I O N A L H E U R I S T I C O R I E N T E D

This Chapter contains the development and validation of our usabil-
ity heuristics to evaluate conversational systems so that the structure
corresponds to the development of the DUH methodology (see Sec-
tion 4.3): Section 7.1 deals with exploration in state of the art. Then,
Sections 7.2 and 7.3 set out, respectively, the most relevant points
of the exploration and how they relate to our proposal. Next, Sec-
tion 7.4 contains our conversational heuristics, validated and refined
in Sections 7.5 and 7.6, respectively. Finally, Section 7.7 represents
the Case Study that helped us validate this set of heuristics.

The intrinsic nature of heuristic evaluations is formative (see Sec-
tion 2.5.1), as it is evaluated in the early stages of development
using well-known principles or empirically identified good prac-
tices (Joyce, 2019).

7.1 exploratory stage

An extensive search for papers was carried out in the most recog-
nised digital scientific libraries, such as Scopus, Web of Science,
Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect
and Springer Link.

7.2 descriptive stage

Chatbots have been around for decades. The oldest is probably
“ELIZA”, dating from 1966 (Weizenbaum, 1966). However, the tech-
nological foundations of chatbots have evolved rapidly, so an evalu-
ation standard has not yet been established. From the search carried
out in the previous stage, three evaluation categories can be estab-
lished for chatbots: 1) those works that focus on technical or theoret-
ical aspects, i.e., that have to do with the implementation (Sedoc et
al., 2019) or with NLP (Kuksenok & Martyniv, 2019); 2) evaluations
involving user satisfaction (Segura et al., 2019); and 3) some hybrid
proposals that take elements from the first two classifications (Qiu
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et al., 2017). Given the nature of this proposal, only papers from the
second category were selected.

It should be noted that no usability heuristics were found for chat-
bots, neither other evaluation tool or method designed specifically
for this class of systems. However, some relevant characteristics that
were found are:

• The chatbot’s responses are classified as correct or incorrect,
according to the user’s criteria or the evaluator (Segura et al.,
2019).

• Many studies present results from questionnaires ad hoc, which
only allow for success or failure ratings (Kazi et al., 2012).

• The usability characteristics that are most measured are ef-
ficiency, satisfaction, effectiveness, ease of use, performance,
frustration, difficulty and mental effort (Guerino & Valentim,
2020).

7.3 correlational stage

As already mentioned, usability is classically founded on the axes
of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction (Bevan et al., 2016). Ac-
cording to the exploration carried out in the first stage and the
conclusions of the descriptive stage, it is estimated that the criteria
summarised by Ren et al. (2019), in each usability axis, are those
necessary to evaluate chatbots:

• Efficiency: task completion, accuracy and recovery.

• Efficiency: time to finish tasks, mental effort and communica-
tion effort.

• Satisfaction: ease of use, context-dependent questions, com-
plexity control, physical discomfort, pleasure, desire to use it
again, and learning ability.

This work was chosen because: 1) it compiles the essential charac-
teristics to be evaluated in each usability axis, and 2) it represents
the vision of multiple investigations, given that it is the result of a
survey.
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7.4 explanatory stage

According to the criteria mentioned in the previous stage, the follow-
ing five heuristics are proposed. For each one we present, definition,
examples, benefits (what is expected when the heuristic is fulfilled),
as well as its relationship with usability axes (effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction) and the rationale of each one, i.e., the fundamental
reason of its existence based on the characteristics found by each
usability axis:

H1 Completeness: Refers to the ability and flexibility of the chat-
bot to understand user input and help them solve their prob-
lems.

Example: If a user wants to create a reminder, the chatbot
requests all relevant data (e.g., date, time and subject).

Benefit: Create interactions that help users to perform their
tasks.

Usability axis: Efficiency.

Rationale: In order to finish user tasks accurately, the chatbot
needs to identify all context-dependent data.

H2 Context: Indicates the ability of the chatbot to switch context,
i.e., when conversing with a user, how easy is it to keep the
conversation going? How quickly it adapts to user changes?

Example: When in a conversation the user used the word “tasks”
and then used the word “homework” under the same context,
the chatbot adapts.

Benefit: Offer the user a flexible interaction with the chatbot.

Usability axis: Efficiency.

Rationale: Reducing the user’s mental and conversational effort
is essential since good communication allows completing tasks
in less time.

H3 Naturalness: Refers to whether the user can perceive that they
are conversing with a computer or with a human.
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Example: If the chatbot cannot understand the user, it offers to
direct them with a person.

Benefit: Never confuse the user, as adverse effects can be caused,
such as the uncanny valley Ciechanowski et al., 2019.

Usability axis: Satisfaction.

Rationale: By reducing the complexity of the conversations, the
pleasure of using the chatbot increases.

H4 Learning: Denotes the ability of the chatbot to learn new
inputs and interactions, as well as to offer alternatives when it
did not understand the user.

Example: If the user requested a registration form, but the
chatbot did not understand, it offers to contact the person in
charge of school services.

Benefit: Whether by automatic or manual training, learning
will be essential for the chatbot to remain useful.

Usability axis: Satisfaction.

Rationale: It is essential to constantly increase the learning
capacity of the chatbot to make it a dynamic and handy tool.

H5 Functionality: Expresses the ease of use of each of the func-
tions that make up the chatbot.

Example: The chatbot offers a calendar widget when the user
enters a date.

Benefit: Avoid over or underdevelopments in widgets or func-
tions that have already been studied before.

Usability axis: Efficiency.

Rationale: The reduction of mental effort and possible input
errors are necessary factors to achieve a natural workflow.
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7.5 validation stage

The validation was carried out with the help of ten usability ex-
perts (three female and seven male, between 30 and 50 years old).
The experts were chosen for their experience conducting usability
and UX evaluations. All the experts are university professors with
postgraduate studies in some branch of Computer Science; two
of them belong to CINVESTAV-IPN. Their experience comes from
both industry and academia (between 5 and 25 years). It should be
noted that none of them is directly related to this research, with the
obvious exception that they were volunteers to participate in this
study.

For this stage, the proposal was validated by contrasting it with
the most popular set of heuristics, i.e., the one proposed by Nielsen
and Molich (1990) which, although it was designed for software
inspection, has found a place in evaluations of various types of
products and services (Barnum, 2011b). The original set consisted of
nine heuristics. However, for this evaluation, the new set consisting
of 10 heuristics was used (Nielsen, 2020). We chose this set of heur-
istics because they are the best known and most used in studies of
this kind (Mathis et al., 2021; Momenipour et al., 2021; Oulasvirta &
Hornbæk, 2021; Quiñones & Rusu, 2017). In this way, we wanted our
heuristics to be compared against solid, well-ingrained knowledge.

The experts were divided into two groups. One group used our
heuristics, while the other used those of Nielsen and Molich. Both
groups evaluated a chatbot for education called Ask Frank. This
chatbot is implemented within the Facebook Messenger platform
and answers simple questions about Mathematics, Science and
History (Smutny & Schreiberova, 2020).

The organisation of five experts per group is because Nielsen
recommends integrating three to five experts in an evaluation to
obtain the maximum cost-benefit (Nielsen, 1992).

Figure 7.1 shows the expert associations of the problems with
the heuristics. As can be seen, it is considered that the group that
worked with the Nielsen and Molich set was 100% accurate. This is
due both to the heuristics’ clarity and the familiarity that the experts
have with them. The group that evaluated using the heuristics for
chatbots obtained similarly promising results since its problem-
heuristic associations were judged to be accurate in 84.22% of the
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cases. Seen another way, it is weighed that they were wrong by
15.78%, which indicates that the heuristics are understandable.

Correct Associations Incorrect Associations

100

84.22

0

15.78

Nielsen-Molich Group Chatbot Group
0 %

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Figure 7.1: Percentages of correct and incorrect associations according to
each group of heuristics.

Another indication that our heuristics are good to find problems
is the numbers that resulted from the group that worked with our
proposal. As shown in Figure 7.2, the experts who evaluated with
these heuristics were able to find 19 problems, while the group that
evaluated with the Nielsen and Molich set found 8. There were only
four problems in the intersection.

Nielsen-

Molich

Group

8

Nielsen-

Molich
Chatbot

Group

19

4

Figure 7.2: Comparison of problems identified by each group of heuristics.

7.6 refining stage

Thanks to the feedback obtained from the experts, it was decided to
refine the heuristic “H1 Completeness” since it could be confused
with “H2 Context”. In this way, the heuristic was modified as shown
below:
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H1 Completeness: Refers to the ability of the chatbot to obtain,
invariably, all the data necessary to solve a task.

7.7 case study : educational chatbot

Once the proposed heuristics have been explained as well as their
origins and validation, the experts evaluated a product in this Sec-
tion. The methodology followed for this evaluation was set out
by Barnum (2011b) and successfully replicated in various stud-
ies (Chuan et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2020; J. Zhang et al., 2003).

As the object of evaluation, previous work was chosen, a chat-
bot that serves as an extracurricular tool for middle school stu-
dents (Mendoza et al., 2020). This chatbot is a tool that has various
functionalities for teachers, students and administrative staff; users
interact with it through text, in Mexican Spanish. The chatbot can
store and make reminders of important dates (e.g., deadlines for
submitting assignments, exams and registrations), offering mater-
ial to students (that teachers had previously saved), allowing file
sharing, answering frequently asked questions about administrative
processes, among other functions. The chatbot is a web application
developed with AngularJS, Firebase, Dialogflow, and NodeJS.

For this evaluation, we had the help of the same five experts who
worked with our heuristics in the Validation Stage (see Section 7.5)
since we wanted to take advantage of the experience they acquired
in that stage. First, they were allowed to get a little familiar with
the chatbot, operation, and user interface. Afterwards, they were
asked to perform some simple tasks (e.g., ask the chatbot a ques-
tion, schedule an exam and ask for a grade) and then do a quick
evaluation, i.e., to say the possible errors they had found using the
proposed heuristics. The latter served to strengthen the meaning of
the heuristics and, in this way, obtain better results. The experts were
instructed to evaluate the chatbot for two days, detect problems,
and make a list of violated heuristics.

Once all the experts had evaluated the chatbot and prepared their
lists, these were consolidated into a master list of problems. This
master list was given to each expert so that, individually, they could
assign a rating according to the severity of the problem and note
which heuristics were violated in each case. Thus, the scores were
averaged, and the results are presented in Table 7.1. Ratings were
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assigned the same way as in the case of DistroPaint, Spotify and
Home Security Systems (see Section 8.2.2).

7.7.1 Results

With the help of our heuristics, the experts found a total of 16

problems (an average of 3.2 problems per expert). The severity
of the problems had a mean of 2.54. The master list consists of
10 unique problems, with a total of 20 heuristic violations. With
seven problems found, H4 - Learning was the heuristic with the
highest number of violations, followed by H3 - Naturalness with five
violations. In contrast, with only two violations, H1 - Completeness
was the heuristic with the fewest problems detected (see Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Heuristic violations for chatbots.

Regarding the severity of the problems detected, it can be seen
in Figure 7.4 that severity level 3 - “Major problem” was the most
frequent with 42%. On the contrary, it is noted that 0 - “Not a
problem” scored 0%.

Not: 0%

Cosmetic: 16%

Minor: 28%

Major: 42%

Catastrophic: 14%

Figure 7.4: Severity of violations.
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Table 7.1: Usability Problems and their Severity in an Educational Chatbot.
† Completeness (H1), Context (H2), Naturalness (H3), Learning (H4), Functionality (H5)

Problem Heuristics† Severity

I have to put the full date in a default
format (DD/MM/YY) to create a re-
minder; there is no flexibility.

H1, H3, H4 2.4

It needs some widgets (e.g., file pre-
views) as interacting with only text gets
a bit monotonous.

H4 1.2

Some tasks require too many attempts
for the chatbot to understand what the
user meant.

H2, H3, H4 4.0

I do not have the confidence to provide
my personal information.

H3, H4 2.8

Assigning grades, student by student, is
a cumbersome task.

H5 3.2

The chatbot lacks “personality”, i.e., it is
an answering machine, and its responses
are very formal.

H2, H3 1.6

More initiatives should be offered, e.g.,
if I ask for a grade, it should offer to see
the rest of my grades.

H4, H5 2.6

It should be able to integrate with other
applications (e.g., iCal).

H5 1.6

Sometimes it is difficult to change the
context; when a task is being carried out,
the chatbot loses the context of the pre-
vious task.

H1, H4 3.2

There is no persistence, i.e., if I want to
get to a certain point in a task, there are
no shortcuts; it is like always having the
whole same conversation over and over
again.

H2, H3, H4 2.8
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7.7.2 Discussion

It is not a coincidence that the heuristic with the highest number of
violations was H4 - Learning, since it is directly related to the pos-
sibility of completing a task; If the chatbot took too many attempts
to understand the user input, this protocol becomes exhausting, as
the process of starting a task becomes more expensive in every way
than the task itself. Possibly, one way to mitigate this, in addition
to improving chatbot training, is to offer links that lead to starting
events, i.e., that the chatbot has the initiative to start tasks that are
related to user input.

It is interesting to note that H2 - Context and H5 - Functionality
got the same number of violations. From the evaluators’ comments,
it can be deduced that this tie of qualifications may have a certain
correlation; When users do not know if the chatbot is still in the
same context as them or that the answers provided do not provide
adequate feedback, it creates a distrust of continuing with the task,
especially if it deals with private information. Finally, that H1 -
Completeness was the least violated indicates that when the chatbot
successfully helped users with their tasks, it did so because it knew
what data it needed to do so. The chatbot seems to be a suitable
tool for the school aid scenario.

Regarding the severity of the violations, it can be argued that
the evaluators found problems that should be corrected, since most
of the ratings, i.e., 42%, fell within the classification of “Major
problem”, so it is essential to fix them to improve the usability of
the system. From what can be seen, a large part of these problems
is related to communication flows, i.e., since the text is the only
form of interaction offered by the chatbot, it limits many tasks that
have to be done constantly (e.g., assign grades to students). As
some experts have already pointed out, this could be solved with
the implementation of widgets that offer the user a shortcut to the
desired task without the need to go through the same conversation
over and over again.

Although the “Catastrophic Problem” rating obtained 14% of
the total ratings, it can be considered a relatively high percentage.
The problems detected by the experts reveal that those that fall
into this level of severity have to do with the training and attempts
of the chatbot, i.e., with aspects that concern the processing and
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understanding of natural language. The only foreseeable solution is
to improve chatbot training.

The rest of the problems obtained 44%, i.e., the combination of
“minor” and “cosmetic” problems. This may result from the more
significant problems because if the interaction flows fail at a certain
point, this will most likely cause more failures. While it is true that
some would be solved with the implementation of certain features
that the experts missed, it is suspected that most of these problems
will be solved once the larger ones are dealt with.

In general, it can be said that most of the chatbot’s functionalities
need considerable improvement.

An inherent disadvantage of heuristic evaluations is cognitive
bias (Administration, 2013). This means that the quality of the
evaluations is subject to the experience of the experts; the problems
they encounter are conditional on what they already have prejudged
as “good” usability. However, the following steps were taken to try
to mitigate the biases in the tests:

• A standard evaluation methodology was adopted.

• We had the help of five experts, all with extensive experience
in the field of usability and UX.

• All experts had the same information as a starting point.

Some qualitative indicators that the results are valid are the quant-
ity and characteristics of the problems encountered. On the one
hand, there were repeated problems among experts, that is why, out
of 16 problems in total, we ended up with a master list of only 10.
Which indicates that they understood the heuristics and similarly
applied them. On the other hand, the problems are exact and well-
identified; they concur with the purpose of the proposed heuristics,
i.e., they are not general or vague reasoning that could coincide
coincidentally.





8
C O N S I S T E N C Y H E U R I S T I C O R I E N T E D

This Chapter contains the case studies that allowed us to validate
a set of consistency heuristics that we had previously developed.
Section 8.1 presents our set of heuristics. Next, Section 8.2 shows
DistroPaint, a prototype that we developed following our heuristics.
Section 8.3 contains the evaluation of Spotify. Finally, Section 8.4
deals with the evaluation of Home Security Systems.

As we stated in Chapter 7, the heuristic evaluations are formative.

8.1 heuristics

With the review of various works in the state of the art, and taking
into account the challenges discovered and common characteristics
of each one, we present our five heuristics to maintain consistency
in multi-device systems (Sánchez-Adame, 2016):

• Honesty: Interaction widgets have to do what they say and be-
have expectedly. An honest GUI has the purpose of reinforcing
the user’s decision to use the system. When the widgets are
confusing, misleading, or even suspicious, users’ confidence
will begin to wane.

• Functional Cores: These are indivisible sets of widgets. The
elements that constitute a Functional Core form a semantic
field, out of their field they lose meaning. The granularity level
of interaction for a Functional Core depends on the utility of a
particular set of widgets.

• Multimodality: Capability of multi-device systems to use
different means of interaction whenever the execution context
changes. In general, it is desirable that regardless of the input
and output modalities, the user can achieve the same result.

• Usability Limitations: When multimodality scenarios exist, it
is possible that situations of limited usability could be reached.
When the interaction environment changes and its context is
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transformed, the environment can restrict the user’s interac-
tion with the system.

• Traceability: Denotes the situation in which users can observe
and, in some cases, modify the evolution of the GUI over time.

8.2 case study : distropaint

In order to demonstrate the proposed consistency heuristics, we
developed DistroPaint, a prototype application that integrates them.
We decide to create a basic graphics editor, which provides several
tools that can be distributed on several devices (PC, phone, and
tablet). This section describes our proof of concept (see Section 8.2.1)
and the expert analysis carried out (see Section 8.2.2) based on the
works by Andrade et al. (2015), Grice et al. (2013), and Schmettow
et al. (2017).

8.2.1 DistroPaint

DistroPaint is a Web application for basic graphic design. The user
can access the application from a PC, a phone, and a tablet. They
can distribute the GUI from the PC to the mobile devices, e.g., the
colour pallet can be displayed on the phone, while the drawing
tools are being shown on the tablet (see Figure 8.1). The user can
configure the GUI at any moment. Below we list how our heuristics
are reflected in the implementation of DistroPaint:

• Honesty: The part where DistroPaint’s honesty stands out
most is its presence system (see Figure 8.2), since it informs
the user about the availability of their devices. The Honesty
at this point is critical, because it allows the user to make
decisions (to distribute, or not) according to the state of their
interactive environment.

• Functional Cores: The main way of interaction in our applica-
tion is the toolbox (see Figure 8.3), so we choose it as the main
element for the Distributed User Interface (DUI). The decision
of how to divide the elements could seem trivial, e.g., each
tool (brush, eraser and line) could be distributed individually
among several devices, however, this could be a risky option,
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Figure 8.1: Predominant GUIs of DistroPaint on a PC web browser: (a) GUI

of the graphical editor, and (b) the distribution menu for the
widgets.

Figure 8.2: Presence system: (a) a grey box means that the device is un-
reachable; (b) an orange box indicates that the device is connec-
ted but it can not receive widgets; and (c) a green box expresses
that the device is ready to receive widgets.

since it would bring very few benefits to the cost of generating
confusion and increasing the system requirements.

So we decide that the tools and the slider for the stroke thick-
ness should form a semantic field. In the same way, another
field would be occupied by the colour palette, thus, we have
two Functional Cores as result.

• Multimodality: The element for the change of context that has
more repercussion in our application is the change of platform.
No matter whether a user uses one element of the toolbox
from the PC (by clicking with a mouse) or from a mobile
device (by touching with a finger), DistroPaint has to respond
seamlessly (see Figure 8.4).

• Usability Limitations: We create a synthetic limitation in our
prototype (see Figure 8.5). We decide that both of our Func-
tional Cores have to be available for both the phone and the
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Figure 8.3: Functional Cores division for the toolbox: (a) tools core, (b)
colours core, and their respective mobile formats (a’) and (b’).

tablet, but only the tablet can display both at the same time.
Although this can also be achievable for the phone, we want
to demonstrate that despite the capabilities of the devices (in
this case, the difference in screen sizes), it is desirable to offer
alternatives, so users can accomplish theirs tasks in one way
or another.

• Traceability: Besides the already explained presence system,
DistroPaint also gives feedback to the users about where the
widgets are being distributed and also maintains synchron-
ised all the values for all the widgets from the toolbox, no
matter from where or when the user changes such values (see
Figure 8.6).
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Figure 8.4: DistroPaint allows interaction through: (a) a mouse, and (b)
with a finger; with both modalities the user can obtain the same
result.

8.2.2 Evaluation and Results

The evaluation has been worked out with the help of five UX experts.
We chose the experts for their experience applying usability tests,
and because they are familiar with the topics of our research. All
the experts are university professors and have postgraduate studies;
two of them belong to our university. Their experience comes from
both work in industry and research centres. It should be noted that
none is related to this work in addition to their participation in the
evaluation.

Before starting the evaluation, we gathered and explained to the
experts each of our heuristics, their purpose, and discussed some
examples so that everyone had a similar starting point. Each expert
drafted a list of problems and violations of the heuristics that we
propose. Once the evaluators have identified potential consistency
problems, the individual lists have been consolidated into a single
master list. The master list was then given back to the evaluators
who independently have assessed the severity of each violation.
The ratings from the individual evaluators are then averaged, and
we present the results in Table 8.1. For the rating, we adapted the
severity classification proposed by J. Zhang et al. (2003):

0 - Not a consistency problem at all.
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Figure 8.5: Functional Cores can be seen: (a) one at a time on the phone;
(b) both of them at the same time on the tablet. The reason to
do this is that the tablet has a bigger screen, thus, it can display
more widgets.

1 - Cosmetic problem only. No need to be fixed unless extra time
is available.

2 - Minor consistency problem. Fixing this, should be given a low
priority.

3 - Major consistency problem. Important to fix, should be given
a high priority.

4 - Consistency catastrophe. Imperative to fix this before the
product can be released.

Evaluators found a total of 23 usability problems using our heur-
istics (a mean of 4.6 problems per evaluator). The severity rating
of problems had an average of 2.42. For the master list, a total of
10 problems were evaluated and heuristics were violated 18 times
(see Figure 8.7). Honesty and Traceability were the two most fre-
quently violated heuristics, 6 and 4 times, respectively. In contrast,
the heuristic with less detected problems was Functional Cores with
2 violations.

With respect to the severity of the problems detected, we can
see in Figure 8.8 that severity level 3 - “Major consistency problem”
was the most frequent with 36%, closely followed by severity level
2 - “Minor consistency problem” with 24% of occurrence. On the
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Figure 8.6: (a) As part of the presence system, the user knows where the
widgets are. When the user makes a change in a widget, the
system automatically reflects such a change in all the GUIs, e.g.,
tool, stroke thickness, and colour are synchronised between: (b)
the PC and (c) the tablet.

contrary, we can notice that the lowest classification 0 - “Not a
consistency problem at all” got 8%.

8.2.3 Discussion

In general, we can say that DistroPaint has many aspects in which
to improve because several problems with severe qualifications were
identified. Nevertheless, the evaluation was fruitful, as various prob-
lems could be discussed, as well as scenarios that, if neglected, could
cause conflicts in the future. So our heuristics were advantageous
in identifying particular conflicts in this specific case.

That Honesty was the heuristic with the highest number of viol-
ations is an exciting aspect. Perhaps improving those weaknesses
of design, the violation of the other heuristics disappears, or its
qualification is reduced because Honesty brings with it a better
workflow and a more solid GUI.
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Figure 8.7: Heuristics violations in DistroPaint.
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Figure 8.8: Severity rating of consistency problems found in DistroPaint.

The experts concurred that the heuristics could be a useful tool to
detect consistency problems. However, they also acknowledged that
in order to be more effective, they have to be refined and detailed.

8.3 case study : spotify

In this section, we focus on Spotify (Spotify, 2018), which was chosen
as a case study because it is a well known commercial application,
and many users around the world use it.

Spotify is a cross-platform application for playing music via
streaming. It allows users to play individual songs as well as play-
back by artist, album, or playlists created by other Spotify users.
Data is streamed from both servers and a peer-to-peer network.
There are clients for Mac OS and Windows along with several smart-
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phone platforms and other devices, like video games consoles and
Internet-connected speakers (see Figure 8.9).

Figure 8.9: Spotify PC GUI.

The GUI is similar to those found in other desktop music players.
Spotify offers the possibility of listening to music on devices that
users have linked to their account. This is achieved through a list of
devices that can appear on the desktop or mobile clients. Thus, the
user can play songs from one device and control the playback from
a different one (Kreitz & Niemela, 2010).

This evaluation was carried out under the same procedure as in
the case of DistroPaint (see Section 8.2.2).

8.3.1 Results

A total of 10 problems were detected, and heuristics were violated 23

times. Traceability and Multimodality were the two most frequently vi-
olated heuristics, six and seven times, respectively (see Figure 8.10).
In contrast, the heuristics with less detected problems were Usab-
ility Limitations and Functional Cores with four and one violations
respectively.

Concerning the severity of the problems detected, we can see
in Figure 8.11 that severity level 2 - “Minor consistency problem”
was the most frequent with 30%, closely followed by severity level
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Figure 8.10: Consistency violations in Spotify.

1 - “Cosmetic problem only” with 24% of occurrence. On the con-
trary, we can notice that the severest classification 4 - “Consistency
catastrophe” just got 10%.
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Figure 8.11: Severity rating of consistency problems found in Spotify.

8.3.2 Discussion

In general, we can say that Spotify got positive evaluations because
the most severe classifications were few. The evaluation was also
fruitful, as several problems could be discussed, as well as scenarios
that, if neglected, could cause conflicts in the future.

Something that we could emphasise is that the heuristic of Func-
tional Cores was only violated once. This remark could tell us that the
widgets were well designed and that they fulfil their function, ho-
mogeneously, through the devices. Contrarily, Multimodality was the
heuristic that more violations accumulated; this did not represent a
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surprise, because the more devices an application encompasses, the
harder it will be to replicate the functionalities in each one.

8.4 case study : home security systems

We chose three home security systems: Ring Video Doorbell 1, Nest
Hello, and Eufy Doorbell because of their popularity in the market.
The three systems are similar to each other; All three are video
intercom systems that have WiFi connectivity, video streaming,
two-way audio, motion alerts, and they are integrated into their
proprietary security system that is controlled from a mobile app
(see Figure 8.12).

(a) Ring (b) Nest (c) Eufy

Figure 8.12: Ring 8.12a, Nest 8.12b, and Eufy 8.12c are wall mounted
devices.

This evaluation was carried out under the same procedure as in
the case of DistroPaint and Spotify (see Section 8.2.2). The experts
took the systems home and tested each one for a week. We ask them
to keep a diary of their experiences, noting, among other things, the
problems they encountered, the characteristics they liked, and the
possible failures they might experience. They were always taking
into account our heuristics.

8.4.1 Results

Evaluators found a total of 15 consistency problems using our
heuristics (a mean of 3 problems per evaluator). The severity rating
of problems had an average of 2.42 (3.1 for Ring, 1.7 for Nest, and 2.5
for Eufy). For the master list, a total of 10 problems were evaluated
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and heuristics were violated 24 times. Honesty and Traceability
were the two most frequently violated heuristics, 10 and 6 times,
respectively. In contrast, the heuristic with less detected problems
was Functional Cores with 1 violation (see Figure 8.13a).

With respect to the severity of the problems detected, we can see
in Figure 8.13b that severity level 1 - “Cosmetic problem only” was
the most frequent with 30%. On the contrary, we can notice that the
lowest classification 0 - “Not a consistency problem at all” got 0%.
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(a) Heuristics violations
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Catastrophe

23.3%
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21.6%

30%

(b) Severity rating

Figure 8.13: General results of our heuristic evaluation.

For the individual evaluations of the systems, it is notorious
that the heuristic in which more problems were consistently found
was Honesty, while Functional Cores was only violated once in
the case of Eufy (see Figure 8.14). Interestingly, severity ratings
vary diametrically in all systems. For example, the most severe
“catastrophe” rating occupies 60% in the case of Ring, while in Nest
nothing was rated in that range, and Eufy only obtained 10% (see
Fig 8.15).
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Figure 8.14: Heuristics violations in Ring 8.14a, Nest 8.14b, and Eufy 8.14c.
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Figure 8.15: Severity ratings in Ring 8.15a, Nest 8.15b, and Eufy 8.15c.
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8.4.2 Discussion

In general, we can say that the worst-rated application was Ring
since it was the one that obtained a good part of its ratings in the
most severe range. On the contrary, Nest obtained the best marks,
since 50% of its problems were classified as minor.

It is no coincidence that the heuristic with the highest number of
violations was Honesty, as it relates to the problem that afflicted all
our evaluators in all systems, false alarms and the excessive amount
of notifications. This is a severe problem because according to our
evaluators, it was the leading cause that sometimes they felt anxious,
and the sensation of the siege came. The systems tried to mitigate
this by configuring the sensors and recognising faces, but none of
these measures was helpful.

It is a complex challenge. A good part of the solution lies in
improving the AI of these types of systems, but it is not the only
thing that could be done. Improving the design of the doorbells
by themselves as well as the way to install them could help people
living in a particularly busy street, this could lead to more effective
handling of notifications. More transparent controls and configur-
ations would also be of great help so that users could choose the
settings that best fit their environment and thus obtain a positive
UX.
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Table 8.1: Consistency problems and its rating in DistroPaint.
† Honesty (H), Functional Cores (F), Multimodality (M), Usability Limitations (U), Traceability (T)

Place Problem Heuristics† Severity

Tools

On the PC, the buttons of the drawing
tools contain icons, while in the mobile
widget they are texts.

F 3.8

The buttons on the mobile widget for
the drawing tools are too small when
viewed on the phone.

F, M 3.6

If the user reloads the main page of
DistroPaint or the distribution menu,
all changes and configurations will be
lost without previous warning.

H, T 2.2

There is no feedback on the actual se-
lected drawing tool among the devices.

H, T 1.4

The buttons of the toolbox, in the main
page of DistroPaint, are too small on
the phone; also, the toolbox is too big,
reducing the space available for the
canvas.

M, U 3.2

Loading
screen

Without previous explanation, the
loading screen might confuse some
users.

H 1.2

Distribution

The distribution menu is only access-
ible through the PC.

H, M, U 2.2

Without previous explanation, the col-
ours of the presence system might be
unintelligible.

H, T 2.4

Without previous explanation, the user
has no way to know why the widget
“Both” cannot be distributed into the
phone.

H, U 3

If a user closes the tab in a mobile
device while this has a widget desig-
nated, such designation is not lost, but
the user does not have a clear feedback
of this.

T 1.2
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Table 8.2: Consistency problems and its rating in Spotify.
† Honesty (H), Functional Cores (F), Multimodality (M), Usability Limitations (U), Traceability (T)

Place Problem Heuristics† Severity

Devices
list

For a device to appear in the list, it has to
be unlocked and with the client in the fore-
ground

H, T 1.8

Only the available devices are displayed, if
there is none, the list cannot be displayed

H, T 1

In the PC application, there is no settings
option, just the icon next to the volume. The
user has to click on it to find other devices
on their network

H, T, M 2.4

If a user wants to see a history of the devices
with access to their account, to consult or
withdraw the permission, they have to do it
in the web version, there are no alternatives

H, M 1.6

Sometimes, devices are not shown if they
are not on the same WiFi network, in some
cases they do. However, it is specified that
all elements of the interactive space have to
be on the same network.

H, M, U 2.6

Login

To associate a device with an account, the
user has to log in, so in devices such as televi-
sions where the keyboard is not as intuitive
as in a PC, this interaction can become cum-
bersome

F, U 1.6

Native
clients

Not a problem per se; being all the GUIs
native clients, many consistency problems
are reduced; the development of each client
carries a cost. Also, the user has a rather
closed environment

M 0

Devices

For some devices (e.g., speakers) there is not
a syncing process to manually add them. It
either connects or does not

M, T, U 3.6

Some devices need a dongle to be compatible
with Spotify, thus the user must be sure that
their system is powered up and turned to the
correct input before listening to any music

M, T, U 3.4

Devices with no GUI (e.g., speakers) will
need a mobile device as a remote control

M, T 1
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Table 8.3: Consistency problems and its rating in Home Security Systems.
† Honesty (H), Functional Cores (F), Multimodality (M), Usability Limitations (U), Traceability (T)

SystemProblem Heuristics† Severity

Ring

It does not fulfil its doorbell function at all;
As the sound comes from the device itself,
it can only be heard outside, and sometimes
notifications to my phone arrived long after
the person had ringed (up to 10 minutes
later).

H, M, T 4

The system never alerted me that the batter-
ies were running out. I only knew it when in
a long time, I did not receive any notification
and went to check.

H, U, T 4

No matter how you set the sensitivity of the
camera to start recording, it began to do so
only when a person was very close to the
door, or when they were leaving.

H, T 3.2

Nest

Possibly it has the most sensitive sensor of
the three systems, although I put it to a min-
imum, notifications of movement were too
many, reaching the point of being exasperat-
ing.

H, U 2.2

Facial recognition can be a useful feature,
but it was wrong a couple of times since it
identified a stranger as if he were a relative.

H, T 1.4

On several occasions I could watch the video
stream from my phone without any problem,
however, when consulting that clip stored in
the cloud, people appeared and disappeared
suddenly, it was clear that the video was cut,
I could not know what the problem was.

H, M 2.2

Eufy

When you get a notification that there is
activity and you tap on the notification it
takes you to the live view instead of what it
recorded.

H, M, U 2.6

I installed the application on my phone and
also on my husband’s. Only one person can
log in to the service at the same time, i.e.,
we can both watch video streaming, but
only one of us receives notifications when
someone rings.

H, F, M, T 3

Sometimes the applications notified me
of motion alerts, especially at night, but
the video stream showed nothing. This
happened even if I deactivated said move-
ment alerts.

H, T 3.4

All

Interactions with people who ring the door-
bell can become awkward, and potentially
dangerous, as one is speaking as if one were
at home when it might not be so. As the per-
son who rang now knows that the house is
alone.

H 1
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D I S C U S S I O N

According to Johnson (2014a), our world’s perception is biased, as
we do not perceive what exists out there. This bias comes from the
past (our experience), the present (the current context) and the fu-
ture (our goals). These influences are also reflected in works such as
the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) that postulates that
behaviour is the consequence of the attitude (behavioural beliefs),
beliefs about the normative expectations of others (normative be-
liefs), and beliefs about the presence of factors that may facilitate or
impede the behaviour performance (control beliefs) (see Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1: Simplified theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991; Nik,
2021).

In this way, beliefs and attitudes go together, leading to intention,
that links directly to behaviour (see Figure 9.2). According to Yocco
(2016), if we account for these factors in our designs, we should
predict with relative accuracy what a user’s end behaviour will be:
the use of our artifact.

The implications of the behavioural study in GUIs design include
concepts like guiding users to their goals, letting people use percep-
tion rather than calculation, and making the artifact familiar (John-
son, 2014b).

Making clear the aspects that influence the behaviour, we can
discuss the aspects that impact the UX according to our research.

Section 2.3.3 already discussed the four main periods: AUX, MUX,
EUX and CUX. This work concentrates on AUX, as it is the least
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Beliefs
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Behavior
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behavior
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Anita

Anita intends to

download and
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Anita is the
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of her decision.

Boom! Anita

downloads

the app and

begins use.

Anita’s beliefs interact to form positive attitudes

toward the behavior of using her bank’s new app.

Figure 9.2: Components of planned behaviour. Beliefs lead to attitudes,
which create intention and then behaviour, if the individual is
in control of the behaviour (Yocco, 2016).

explored period of the four. We also contrasted AUX and EUX in one
of our studies. Why don’t we compare between other periods? Of
course, this would have been more helpful, as it would probably
provide a more illuminating picture, but the details of each period
must be taken into account.

On the one hand, doing MUX evaluations are a complex task; They
can be approached from the qualitative aspect, with techniques such
as “Thinking aloud” (Soure et al., 2021) or from the quantitative
view, with an eye-tracking contraption (de Souza et al., 2021). How-
ever, these techniques are difficult to analyse or require rather costly
equipment.

On the other hand, CUX evaluations are expensive since parti-
cipants are usually required to keep a diary of experiences (Tulaskar
& Turunen, 2021) and attend interviews from time to time (e.g.,
weekly) (R. Y. Wong, 2021). For this, evidence is collected with pho-
tographs, audio and video. So the cost is not only in the materials
used but also in the human resources (trained professionals) re-
quired to carry out the assessments. Not to mention the specific
requirements of each period studied in the evaluations.

Now, choosing to study a particular period of UX is not enough;
It is necessary to plan how to study it. To do this, as can be seen
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in Figure 9.3, we adopted three approaches that allowed us to
obtain information from all points of view that involve usability/UX
evaluations.

User

Artifact Expert

Evaluation

Task

Oriented

User

Oriented

Heuristic

Oriented

Expectations

H
op
es Beliefs

Figure 9.3: AUX study orientations and what we got from each one.

In our tasks evaluations, we study users’ hopes because when
they find themselves in unknown circumstances, they trust their
previous experiences, hoping that this knowledge will help them.
Furthermore, user oriented studies revealed their beliefs, what they
considered suitable and desirable. Finally, the heuristics that we
develop meet users’ expectations and good practices found in the
state of the art. Of course, these concepts, like UX itself, are dynamic
and could all be obtained from a single evaluation.

An important detail to consider is the observations we had from
our participants. Figure 9.3 shows the duality of users in evaluations
since they can act as evaluators (Task Oriented) or as evaluatees
(User Oriented). In the former role, users are more perceptive and
demanding, as they trust that the artifact is well designed. In the
latter one, users are more cautious, expressing their opinions less
securely and taking more time to think (see Figure 9.4). This ex-
pands on what has been discussed in similar works (Følstad, 2017;
Weinschenk, 2010).
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User as...

Evaluatee

Reflexive

Apprehensive

Broad-minded

Evaluator

Impulsive

Confident

Dogmatic

Figure 9.4: The duality of the user in usability/UX evaluations.

In this way, our discoveries have added value for understanding
user behaviour (see Figure 9.5).

Figure 9.5: AUX elements can help study user behaviour.

Returning to the initial premise that we adapted from Le Cor-
busier, an artifact produces happiness when it is useful and beautiful.
We can argue that the utility part is relatively simple because, as we
already explained, an artifact is useful when usability and utility
are combined (see Section 2.2). When an artifact is beautiful? That
is more complex to discuss.

According to Hassenzahl (2004), beauty largely depends on identi-
fication, a hedonic attribute group, which captures the artifact’s abil-
ity to communicate significant personal values to others. Perceived
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usability and goodness are affected by the experience, whereas he-
donic attributes and beauty remain stable over time. Overall, the
nature of beauty is rather self-oriented than goal-oriented, whereas
goodness relates to both.

Tractinsky (2004) agrees with Hassenzahl’s observations, adding
that the discussion of æsthetic stimuli is exceptionally complex since
the perception of beauty is conditioned by previous experience and
cultural aspects. However, he also maintains that usability is not
equivalent to beauty, although it certainly does impact.

D. Norman (2004) argues that there are different levels of beauty:
surface beauty (visceral), beauty in operation (behavioural), and
beauty in depth (reflective). However, this view was readily disputed
by art historians and psychologists. Indeed, these discussions are
not new. Not for nothing did we introduce the definitions of Joyce
and Aquinas. So no matter how new the works that contribute to
this exciting topic (Märtin et al., 2021; X. Wang et al., 2021), there
is still no unanimous consensus on when an artifact is beautiful or
what is beauty whatsoever.

Finally, as we have already stated, AI can be a vital element for
the future of HCI, and that is why it deserves a brief reflection. The
most complete and complex point of view, in our opinion, is the one
presented by Harper (2019), who concludes that the future is not
AI, but rather the enablement of AI through HCI, i.e., not only the
application of technology should be understood, but the individuals
who use that technology should be recognised. It is also necessary
to create methods that harmonise users and AI systems. We should
not take too much for granted the insides of these systems.

Our personal view of the role HCI should play in the AI era is
about ethics. We, HCI researchers, have a responsibility to alert
and hold back (if possible) harmful AI advancement. For example,
privacy is a fundamental issue today, and we must take with a
grain of salt the results that come from algorithms that result from
the predictive analysis of users (Julien, 2012) or recommendation
systems (Zhao et al., 2021) because, in many cases, it is not known
to what extent they need sensitive user data. Another example is the
bias of supposedly neutral algorithms. These can have a devastating
impact when used in mass facial recognition, primarily if it is a
government implementation (Andrejevic & Selwyn, 2020; Raji et al.,
2020).
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This view may seem alarmist or even baseless. However, we offer
two compelling arguments that support our point of view. The
former one comes from The Centre for the Study of Existential
Risk (CSER), a research centre at the University of Cambridge. The
CSER has a whole area dedicated to AI risks and tries to create
forums in specialised journals and conferences, with the support
of professional societies such as IEEE and ACM, to expose this
issue1. The latter argument comes from one of the most prestigious
scientists in the area, Peter Norvig, co-author of the book “Artificial
Intelligence: A Modern Approach”. Norvig said that the most critical
questions in AI today are user-centred, and he posed some inquiries
aimed at students and researchers: Whose interests are you serving?
Are you being fair to everyone? Is anyone being left out? Is the data you
collected inclusive, or is it biased? (Lynch, 2021).

9.1 limitations

The sample size and its representativeness render a constant chal-
lenge in all usability and UX studies. Ideally, all samples will be
random, with archetypical target people and large enough to draw
conclusions based on rigorous statistical analysis. However, as is
well known in all fields dealing with human participants, the ideal
scenarios are very far from reality (Baxter et al., 2015; Sauro, 2010b).
In all cases, testing with human participants is restricted by the
available budget (see Figure 9.6).

In our field, a general rule of thumb is that the more focused the
context of an investigation, the smaller the sample can be used (see
Figure 9.7). For example, Sauro and Lewis (2012a) mention that for
summative studies, depending on the kind of evaluation carried out,
groups of up to 26 people can be used to obtain levels of confidence
of 99%. Similarly, formative studies can have up to 20 participants
for 99% confidence (Sauro & Lewis, 2012b).

In addition to the number of participants, the form of recruitment
is also essential. Despite the biases they can cause, non-probabilistic
samples such as convenience are widely used in usability and UX
studies (J.-S. Chen et al., 2021; Cheng et al., 2021; Kairy et al., 2021;
Karani et al., 2021; Luctkar-Flude et al., 2021).

1 https://www.cser.ac.uk/research/risks-from-artificial-intelligence/

https://www.cser.ac.uk/research/risks-from-artificial-intelligence/
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Figure 9.6: Weighing resources with study needs (Baxter et al., 2015).

In this way, we can see that our numbers of participants and
sampling, although not free from bias, are based on standard prac-
tices in the state of the art. Specifically, we can comment on the
limitations in the nature of our participants: we had a small num-
ber of women in our studies. Apparently, there are no significant
differences between men and women in UX perception (Aufderhaar
et al., 2019) and since none of our studies is focused on particular
sex, we can classify this bias as minor.

The most notable limitation is the population of graduate students
who participated in our contrast assessment (see Chapter 5). Their
mostly pragmatic perception may be related to their education
being strictly attached to STEM fields. However, thanks to related
research (Kim et al., 2013), we can say that our findings are still
valuable, as we could replicate the results in a different context, i.e.,
different participants, different time frames, and different objectives.

Regarding the tools we used in our evaluations, i.e., AttrakDiff
and NASA-TLX, our limitation is in their development and applica-
tion contexts. Hernández-Sampieri and Torres (2018) indicate that
the improvisation of instruments generates few valid and reliable
results. That is why we choose our tools with caution. As we have
already explained, we decided to use them because they have been
implemented in various evaluations over time and are recognised
as valid and reliable instruments (Castro et al., 2021; I. Díaz-Oreiro
et al., 2021; Febiyani et al., 2021; Miyake, 2020; Müller et al., 2021;
Ribeiro & Providência, 2021).
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Figure 9.7: Graphical representation of number of participants required by
context (Baxter et al., 2015).

For the particular case of our evaluation with NASA-TLX (see Sec-
tion 6.4.1) we used a version in Spanish translated by the Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs of the Government of Spain (Díaz Ramiro et al.,
2010) and the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare of the Government
of Chile2. A context validation is that the tool was used in a study
involving university professors from northern Mexico (Jiménez &
Thamar, 2019).

We apply our other tool, AttrakDiff (see Section 5.4) in English, as
there are only additional versions in German and French (Lallemand
et al., 2015). We can also talk about contextual validation since works
have been published in Mexico that uses the tool (Iniguez-Carrillo
et al., 2021).

We know that the application of these questionnaires can cause
bias in our results. However, we do not know the existence of stand-
ardised tools for measuring usability or UX developed explicitly in
or for Mexican populations.

2 https://ergomedia.isl.gob.cl/app_ergo/nasatlx/nasa-tlx.pdf

https://ergomedia.isl.gob.cl/app_ergo/nasatlx/nasa-tlx.pdf
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that there are various usability
sets. We decided to use Nielsen’s heuristics (Nielsen, 2020) because
they are the best known and used in this type of evaluation. Other
alternatives would have been those proposed by: Johnson (2008),
D. A. Norman (1983), Shneiderman and Plaisant (2010) and Stone
et al. (2005). The common element of all these proposals is that
they are concise, direct and clear enough to cover a broad spectrum
without losing their nature as heuristics. We found no evidence that
any specific element in any of these sets affects the evaluation result,
e.g., the number of elements in each set or the level of granularity
of each heuristic.
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When users choose an application not only for its functionality but
for how it makes them feel and how well they can express them-
selves, it is clear that providing a positive UX is vital to the survival
of any artifact. This is not an easy challenge because, although
various evaluation methods and metrics exist, UX is still a relatively
young field and full of exciting challenges. One of those challenges
is exploring AUX because, as we have already mentioned, it is a
little-explored area.

Despite our limitations in non-localised assessment tools and
our opportunity sampling, the contribution of our studies expands
the frontier of AUX knowledge. Knowing users’ ideas, expectations,
and previous experiences, either directly, i.e., through studies with
end-users, or indirectly, i.e., knowledge compiled using heuristics,
will allow developers to create products of higher value.

Regarding the epistemic value of our proposals, we can mention
that now there is more evidence of how to work in AUX evaluations,
how it is evaluated, who evaluates it, what is evaluated, and how
the results are presented.

Below we present the conclusions and some ideas for the future
of our particular studies.

10.1 task oriented

UX evaluation is always valuable, regardless of the nature or purpose
of the evaluated artifact. Our proposal compares the AUX and EUX of
user-tools through daily tasks in social networks. Our tests revealed
that our participants build their expectations with pragmatic criteria,
i.e., hedonic and attractiveness aspects were secondary when they
were building their prototypes.

Our research contributes to further increasing the understanding
of UX, how perceived experiences are measured, and which factors
are most relevant at a certain point in an evaluation or development.
Our results quantitatively confirmed that AUX seems to be mainly
composed of pragmatic aspects. The development of this idea could
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lead to improving existing evaluation methods and the creation of
new ones.

10.2 user oriented

To study the expectations that are underlying in the end-user re-
quirements, we introduced a chatbot to support the teaching/learn-
ing process in a middle school environment. The work presented
here is the first iteration of the GDS methodology that we adapted.
This methodology allowed us to know the wishes and requirements
of the end-users in the profiles of student, teacher, and administrat-
ive staff.

We know well that the tests and the population we used is scarce,
but our purpose was to perceive the acceptance of end-users: ob-
serve whether the chatbot met their requirements, whether it has the
possibility of being a tool for everyday use, and above all whether
the features it has were the indicated ones to improve communica-
tion between stakeholders. We believe that this first iteration was
helpful and will allow us to move forward with the development.

10.3 heuristic oriented

This section contains the learnings we got from our pair of heuristic
sets.

10.3.1 Consistency Heuristics

Originally our coherence heuristics were intended to evaluate sys-
tems with a distributive nature, i.e., Distributed User Interfaces
(DUIs) (Melchior et al., 2011) and Meta-UIs (Coutaz, 2007), which
allow the user to send “chunks” of the same GUI to various devices.
These developments pose very complex technical challenges, since
we have to think about the application’s design per se and what
happens in other devices simultaneously. Thus, the design of inter-
actions becomes multidimensional.

Multi-device applications present the challenge of configuring
the available resources and their role in the environment. When
the users control the application, it allows them to explore their
environment, identify the tasks and services compatible with it, and
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combine independent resources in a significant manner, in order to
perform tasks and interact with services. Consistency is the element
that maintains the users in a stable base, since it is the key to assist
GUI distribution. Besides, it is an essential factor in maintaining a
positive UX.

With the development and evaluation of DistroPaint, a proof of
concept, we learned that our proposal could be used beyond their
original conception. In this way, we chose Spotify as an excellent
alternative to test our set of heuristics, not only because it is no
longer an ad hoc context, but because it is a popular application
whose users have well-rooted daily interactions, thus the challenge
of finding problems would fall solely on our heuristics.

Since the test with Spotify was successful, we ventured to try our
luck with systems somewhat further away from the original domain
of our proposal: home security systems. From this test, we learned
that our set of heuristics could be applied to evaluate IoT systems.
This is exciting, as IoT offers engaging scenarios and challenges
to integrate and improve our heuristics. It was also proven that
our approach was the correct one, as we never wanted to focus
only on GUIs but on maintaining consistency in highly interactive
multimodal systems.

We consider that the challenge of identifying AUX factors in mul-
timodal systems is quite complex since it may be the case that in the
same interactive environment, there is a device that is very familiar
to the user and one that is utterly unknown to the user.

10.3.2 Conversational Heuristics

We presented a novel set of usability heuristics for evaluating chat-
bots. Using a case study that included an educational chatbot and
the help of five experts, these heuristics were put to test.

The case study revealed the problems caused by violating the
heuristics. It is estimated that this evaluation was successful, as
concise problems and directly related heuristics were identified.

Evaluating the usability of a chatbot is a complex challenge. A part
of the solution lies, to a large extent, in improving the AI mechanisms
of these types of systems, but it would be a simplistic approach to
take just that into account. Another essential part is the context of
the use of the chatbot; Most likely, a general evaluation mechanism
is not enough to cover all the contexts in which a chatbot can be
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used because, while in one scenario a characteristic is desirable,
in another, it may be the opposite. However, some mechanisms
can always be kept independent of the context, and that is where
the proposed heuristics can be most helpful. If the interaction base
elements of a chatbot have positive usability, this can lead to fewer
UX problems in the future when the chatbot acquires characteristics
of its environment.

The experts were satisfied with the heuristics as they allowed them
to focus on their evaluation and identify problems more efficiently.
However, they also suggested that heuristics should be refined, as
they can be understood and applied more effectively in this way.
This represents a fundamental challenge in the future since, as it
was seen in Section 7.5, heuristics were misinterpreted in 15.78% of
the cases (see Figure 7.1). Although a slight refinement was made
to the H1 heuristic (see Section 7.6), it is necessary to improve them
so that they are apparent to all evaluators at all times.

This work can be considered an exploratory nature investigation;
we know that a heuristic evaluation does not constitute a complete
usability evaluation but is simply one stage in an entire evaluation
and design process. It is known that a single study is insufficient
to obtain solid conclusions. However, the results obtained were
satisfactory since they demonstrate that, although the heuristics
need improvement, it is possible to use them in an evaluation.

A first step was established to create usability assessment methods
in the little-explored terrain of chatbots. It is judged as a priority to
identify the possible characteristics that have the most significant
weight in the usability of chatbots, both the context-dependent and
independent ones.

10.4 future work

As future work, we intend to replicate our AUX vs EUX tests, but
this time with children. As Moser et al. (2014) work suggests, chil-
dren can build prototypes with hedonic aspects in mind, i.e., we
would expect to obtain results opposite to what we found. We also
consider it essential to use other questionnaires besides Attrak-
Diff, e.g., UEQ (Schrepp et al., 2017), SUS (Bangor et al., 2008) or
Attrak-Work (Väätäjä et al., 2009), which would help validate our
conclusions quantitatively. While in this work we focused on social
networks, our assessment method can be used in multiple areas.
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As for the chatbot development, all user stories of our perso-
nas suggest that the chatbot should be easily accessible from their
smartphones. We consider the possibility that, in the future, we
can provide the chatbot service through one (or some) of the most
popular instant messaging applications on the market, e.g., Whats-
App, Messenger, Telegram. Of course, security and privacy issues
should be taken into account. A possible alternative is to offer a
limited service, i.e., that it does not include sensitive information,
but merely academic activities in general.

To enrich the conversational heuristics, we intended to do tests
to obtain expectations and ideals that younger populations have
regarding this type of systems, e.g., generations “z” and “alpha”. In
this way, we will get insights from the groups likely to use chatbots
the most and non-expert users.

For all these evaluations, we plan to improve the recruitment
of participants, trying to do it through some probabilistic sample
without forgetting the representation of target users. A significant
challenge also arises in standardising or translating usability or UX
evaluation tools for Mexican populations.

Finally, we have the opportunity to present an integrating case
of the three approaches shown during this work: tasks, users and
heuristics. We intend to explore accessibility in video games, par-
ticularly elements such as dyslexia and colour blindness, although
some developments take measures for daltonism, these elements are
not prevalent, and there is always room for improvement. First, our
AUX vs EUX contrast method will allow us to know, through tasks,
the participants’ previous experience with the type of elements
proposed and how they compare with video games on the market.
Then, we will develop a user-centred study to find out the beliefs
they have regarding these accessibility integrations. Finally, with
all this knowledge collected, we will complement it with what is
already known in state of the art to create accessibility heuristics for
video games.
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